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'Skybrldges'Fall On Dance Floor

_

Collapse Of Kansas City
Hotel Structure Kills 60

•

/k•

By ROBERT MACY
pened so quickly that few had time to restroom via a skywalk when the acciAssociated Press Writer
a
dent occurred.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)- Rescue run for safety.
"People didn't even have time to
Ms. Switzer walked onto the
teams gingerly moved crumpled steel
scream,"
said Pat Dinatale, who said skywalk, and, as Mrs. Dunford rebeams early today and freed eight
people trapped under two "sky he and his wife were having dinner on counted later at St. Luke's Hospital,
"I had one foot on the skywalk, and I
bridges" that crashed onto a crowded a second-floor terrace.
Dorothy Johnson, a nurse from don't know if I felt it or heard it give. I
140.
dance floor at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel, killing more than 60 and injur- Kansas City, was having dinner at a stepped back and could see the middle
restaurant overlooking the lobby. going down,I fell but got up and walking more than 140.
"At this point, it looks as if no one "You couldn't believe it, it just ed away back to the bar."
Ms. Switzer was treated for superelse in there is alive," said Jerry started crashing,caving in," she said.
Jette, an administrative assistant to "We just sat there and watched it ficial injuries atSt. Luke's.
As the first of the bodies were pulled
Mayor Richard Berkley. "They've cave in."
Police
said
the
from
the tangle of twisted girders and
collapse
occurred
brought four or five out In the last five
when the top walkway fell and knock- broken glass, officials designated a
minutes."
Jette said more than 60 bodies were ed down the bottom one, which was ground-floor exhibition area as a tempulled from the rubble by early today, directly beneath it. The middle porary morgue. Bodies were fingerbut he did not have an exact death toll. walkway, which was damanged, was printed and held there before being
taken to morgues and funeral homes.
Rescue workers used cranes, tor- off to the side.
MARATHON THROW - A flying catch is made by Bill Bossing in the early hours
The highest walkway was four
Some of the dead were identified by
ches and saws into the early-morning
of the Young Actors Guild
Frisbee
stories
high.
The
marathon. Members of the Guid are trying to raise money by keeping the
friends
and
walkways
relatives,
ran
who
stayed
at
hours to cut through the tons of metal
Frisbee airborne for 100
hours. Pledges of support for each hour the Frisbee is thrown are still being
and concrete and reach those trapped parallel to the front of the hotel and the hotel as the rescue efforts conaccepted. The Young Actors
Guild is a braitch of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre.
when the two walkways fell Friday- above a bar and part of a dance floor, • tinued.
The flail
:beneath the walkways was
night at the luxurious, yeareld hotel.
th
owded-witit-dancers-at-a "'FeeThey worked benea ----•-slid—er
a
Dance,
',which has become a Fridaywalkway spanning the five-stoercourtyard lobby that cracked when the night fixture in the latest luxury hotel.
others fell. Jette said the rescuers to open in Kansas City. It features
were "working under dangerous con- ballroom dancing to Big Band music.
Betty Webb of Kansas City, who
"If you like to throw Frisbee, you'll to Childress.
ditions" and had "not ruled out the
an hour or two, then come back and "Frisbee finger," should not miss
was
attending the tea dance, was learn to love it. And if you don't like to
Approximately 30 people, aged 14- begin another shift
possibility that it could fall."
in the marathon." Sunday evening's Gourmet Cabaret
standing
under
the
lower walkway throw Frisbee, you'll learn to hate it." 23, are working two-hour shifts in the
There was no explanation for the
"Not much rest," was also the way dessert theatre.
when
it
collapsed.
These were the words of Mike marathon. But, as Childress said,
collapse.
According • to director Richard
Barry Wyatt,a member of the Guild,
"We were standing watching the Childress, coordinator of the Young "You don't realize how
"You could bear cries for help from
long 100.hours described the Frisbee
Valentine, the dessert theatre begins
throw.
Wyatt
dancing
contest,"
she
said.
"I
heard
Actors Guild Frisbee Marathon, as is until you try to throw a Frisbee for
different people," said one fireman,
said Friday that be had been at the at 8 p.m. and will end approximately
who spent about two hours digging something cracking. It didn't sound the event neared its halfway mark that long." ,
at 10 p.m.-just in time for the last
marathon most of the previous night.
like
anything
huge.
The first thing I Friday evening.
people from the rubble.
Although the old freight depot has
tosses
of the Frisbee.
According
to
Wyatt,
the Frisbee
The Young Actors Guild, a branch been populated by the young actors
The fireman, who refused to iden- knew I was on the bottom and some
The
dessert theatre will be on the
marathon
r_a__Qte
i
Guild's
main
fungirl
was
on top of me.
of the Murray-Calloway County Com- and their discs for the last three days
tify himself, said he got one girl out
raising project of the year."We hope covered, open-air stage at the old
"I
looked
out
and
saw
pieces
of
bent
munity Theatre;is attempting to raise it is business as usual for the Corn.i.
and "she cried,'My sister's back in
to raise about 8200," he said,"by hav- freight depot, Valentine said. "We'll
there.' We went back and we found railing. The whole thing was on top of money and publicize the Theatre's up- munity Theatre.
ing
people make pledges of support to do the show,rain or shine," he said.
me
and
other
people.
We
were
just pil- coming shows by keeping a Frisbee
her dead."
The marathon has continued us for each
Tickets for the Gaurmet Cabaret
heur we throw the
Police Chief Norman Caron said it ed up helter skelter and the structure aloft for 100 hours.
through the final weekend of "The Frisbee."
are
$3 for general admission. The cost
was
on
top
of
us."
The Frisbee throw began at 6 p.m. Mummy Market," as well as through
was "the worst disaster in Kansas CiSeveral individuals and merchants covers dessert and coffee, tea or soft
Miss
Webb,
who
declined
to
give
her
Wednesday on the grounds of the music,stage and dance rehearsals for
ty history in terms of loss of life."
are already sponsoring the Guild for drinks.
There were some discrepancies age, was X-rayed at a local hospital Playhouse in the Park in the Murray- the Theatre's next production, "an average of 5 or 10
As the Frisbee throe, cbutinues into
cents
an
hour,
and
released.
Calloway County Park. And since that "Anything Goes."
about the number injured. Caron said
but we're accepting pledges its final stages, Childress admits that
Ann Dunford of Kansas City said time,the Frisbee has been flying back
101 people were admitted to hospitals
"It's really been a tough schedule," throughout the
marathon," Wyatt he's"real anxious for it to be over, but
she
and
a
friend
Harriet
Swktzer of and forth through sunshine, darkness Childress said. "Lots of people
after the collapse and estimated the
have
I think it'll be a success. We're
said.
total number of injured at 150. Jette Houston - were returning from the and frequent cloudbursts, according had to quit throwing and rehearse for
Those who want to see the weary ac- already considering plans to have
said 62 were admitted to hospitals and
tors complete the marathon or count another type of Frisbee marathon
142 were injured.
the cases of what Childress termed next year."
Caron said about 250 policemen,
about the same number of firemen
and 200 to 300 paramedics would be at
the scene all night.
The swimming pool in the Carr unscheduled draining
Stewart said Livers experienced "a
Thursday when
Witnesses said there was a loud Health Building at Murray
State the lens of an underwater light gave jolting" shock when he put his hand in
snap before the collapse, which hap- University got a quick
and way.
the electrified pool, and then imMore than one-third of the 70,000 mediately cleared the pool area. He
gallons in the pool poured through the and Goodman then cleared the
The Murray-Calloway County Com- the Community Theatre's Playhouse
fixture into a mechanical room below, blacked-out buidling.
munity Theatre will present `The in the Park summer season. Still to
The electrical current was con- Mummy Market" tonight at 8 in the come this summer
causing a power failure throughout
is a final weekend
ducted by the buidling's water system old freight depot at the Murray- of"A Hymn for
the 44-year-old building.
Kentucky," July 23, 24
and a student who drank from the Calloway County Park. The show end and 25.
Fortunately, no one was in the pool
front lobby water fountain reportedly with a 2 p.m. matinee Sunday.
The summer season will conclude
when the one-quarter inch lens colfelt a "tingling" sensation.
Dr. James T. Long, an agricultural journals and other publications. Long lapsed at approximately
"The
Mummy
Market,"
which
with
the production of Cole Porter's
4:30 p.m.
The collapsed lens has been replaceconomist at Texas Meld University also has prepared numerous experi- Thursday, Dr.
Chad Stewart, chair- ed and electricity, phone and water features 33 local children and adults, musical . "Anything Goes," to be
since 1966, has reported to the Murray ment station and extension bulletins man
Is the story of three children in search presented July 30, 31 and Aug. 1 and
of the Department of Recreation
facilities have been restored in the of a mother. With the aid of a Aug.6,7 and 8.
State University campus to assume and fact sheets.
and Physical Education, said as the
his new role as chairman of the
mysterious neighbor, their search
He has had professional experience break caused the pool to become im- building.
Tickets for "The Mummy Market''
R. W.Scarborough of the university takes them to an unusual open-air are $1.50 for children
Department of Agriculture.
with soybeans,cotton,rice, fish, beef, mediately electrified.
and Senior
physical plant said the pool had been market which features mothers of citizens, 82 for students
He succeeds Dr. Charles H. Chaney, dairy, forestry, poultry and horand 83 for
Stewart credited life guard Phil scheduled for draining and repair every description. Once there, the adults.
who has served two years as interim ticulture crops.
There is also a special family
chairman since Dr. James Thompson
Long earned a bachelor of science Livers and Steve Goodman,a student, work at the end of the summer process of selecting a new mother rate of $8. Reservations can be made
resigned in 1979.
by calling the Community Theatre's
degree in agriculture at the Universi- with quickly clearing and securing the semester. He said he expected the begins-and it is not an easy one.
building when the break was detected. pool would be open in the fall.
The show is the third production of Ticketline af759-1752.
ty
of
Tennessee
at
Martin,
a
master
of
A Dyer County, Tenn., native who
grewup on a farm near Gleason,Long science in agricultural economics at
has been involved at the Texas AMA the University of Tennessee in KnoxAgricultural Research and Extension ville and a Ph.D. in agricultural
Center at Overton in working with economics at Texas A&M.
A Navy veteran (1952-56), he concounty extension agents.
_
ing down at a much faster rate than some fields now," he said.Much of his effort has been related tinues to be active in the Selected
By HERBERTSPARROW
dicated there are only 18 physics mastudents," Hunter said.
Hunter admitted the situation has jors in all of Kentucky's colleges and
to farm and ranch management and Naval Air Reserve and holds the rank
Associated Press Writer
Hunter said another statistic in- caught educators off guard, especial- universities who are working on a
to the Build East Texas (BET) pro- of commander. As aircraft
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- While
dicative of the growing problem is the ly with the shortages in some fields.
gram, an area economic growth pro- maintenance officer of 140 enlisted
teaching certificate.
everyone has been talking about the
number of requests by local school
He blamed part of the problem on
gram with primary emphasis on personnel and six officers, he comHunter said another possible pro"teacher
so-called
surplus"
during
mands
an
air
transport
squadron
districts for emergency teachers.
the emphasis during the past few blem in the next five years may be a
agricultural production.
shortage
the
decade,
past
critical
in
a
which has been awarded the Navy
The state Superintendent of Public years on a teacher surplus.
large block of teachers electing to
Long served as a county resource Noel Davis Trophy as the outstanding some teaching areas has been slowly
Instruction must grant emergency
"We have cried wolf about a take early retirement at the game
development agent with the Universi- squadron in the Navy.
creeping upon Kentucky's and the nastatus before persons without teacher surplus for so long that it has time.
ty of Arkansas Cooperative Extension
Long is married to the former tion's schools.
teaching certificates are allowed to discouraged_ kids from choosing
Service in 1963-66.
"I can safely say there will be a
He said there was a real growth in
Peggy Joy Douglass of Germantown,
teach full-time. Emergency status teaching in the areas we need them,"
His writings have been published in Tenn. They have a son, Tim, and two shortage of math and science
teachers
in the early 1950s. He said
must also be granted to allow a Hunter said.
farm magazines, newspapers, trade daughters, Melinda and Amy.
teachers in Kentucky next year," said
teacher to-teach completely out of his
Hunter, who is on leave as dean of those teachers who entered the proDonald Hunter, head of the bureau of
fession from 1950-55 will become eligior her field.
the school of education at Murray
•
Instruction in the state Department of
ble for new provisions allowing for
State University, said defining a
Education.
Hunter said there were only six
early retirement after 30 years serteacher surplus is a complicated mat' Hunter gave the bleak outlook last emergency teachers in Kentucky
vice.
ter.
Ilia to members of a subcommittee three years ago. He said there were 39
If a large number take early retire- •
He said Murray never had any proof the Legislature's Joint Interim last year and he expects the number
ment, the situation could get worse.
blem placing teachers during the soto more than double during the upCommittee on Education.
Hunter said there are no easy
One Sectioa-14 Pages
called surplus years if they were willAces
answers to the problem. He noted the
2
"By 1986 there will be a critical coming school year.
ing to go where the jobs were.
Variable cloudiness with a
"I think we are going to see that
Southern Regional Education Board
Business Page
...5
shortage in math, science and inHe said there have always been
chance
of
showers
and
Church Directory
14
dustrial arts teachers, with less than number go up over the next five shortages in some areas, such as has suggested a program of scholarClassifieds
12,13 thunderstorms today becoming
critical shortages in some other years, especially in the shortage special education, and in some ships for science and math teachers
areas," Hunter said.
Comics
12 more likely tonight and Sunday.
areas," Hunter said.
geographical areas, such ay eastern who would agree to go to rural or shorHunter said that a highe•r retention
Crossword ..
12 Highs today and Sunday in the.
Hunter said there will not only be
. Kentucky where coal companies can tage areas. .
2 upper 80s. Lows tonight in the low
• Misr Abby
shortages in some subjects, but of teachers during the last 10 years hire people trained in math and
"But
short
of
that,
I
have
no good
70s.
Winds,
light
southeast
today
14
I - Deaths & Funerals
general teacher shortages in some has helped avert a shortage before science for much higher salaries than solution," Hunter said.
and
tonight
and
south
to
now.
2
Dr. Lamb
geographical areas, especially 1-ura1
they would make teaching.
However, Hunter said he hoped
8,9 southwest 5 to 15 mph on Sunday.
Fins& Feathers
and mountainous regions.
He said that of the first-year
However, Hunter admitted the pen- there won't be the same solution used
Horoscopes'...3 Rain chances 40 percent today,60
Hunter said enrollment in teacher teachers in the 1966-67 school year;on- ding shortages in math and sciences in the late 19f,i0s and early 1960s When
2,3 percent tonight and 60 percent
Local Scene
education programs at Kentucky col- ly 45 percent were still teaching five "caught us by surprise. No one had there was a similar shortagz.,
a
Opinion Page.
4 Sunday.
leges has dropped by 41 percent over years later. However, 66 percent of predicted that over the last four or
'The solution was to lower stenSports
7
6701M •
the past 10 years,
I. public school the first year t•.7.•.abers in 1974-75 are fivr ri?xtet."
he'sald: .- ..otievery strongly
enrollment has gone down by only 7.7 still on the job.
Hunter said the shortage is ex- that is not an jilternative. I hope we
percent over the same period.
"That is the only thing that has kept pected to be most critical in physics can seek incentives to get people into
"Our enrollment of teachers is go- us from having a severe shortage in and chemistry. He said a survey in- the field."
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As Underwater Lens Gives Way

Pool's Draining Unscheduled 'Mummy Market'Set
Tonight And Sunday
Long Assumes Head
Of Ag Department
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Community Events Listed

HEALTH
Talk about impotence
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. IAMB —
After reading your column
on virility slowing at 77, I
decided to write and ask for
your Health Letter on impotence. My husband is 68 and
I am 66. We have not had
intercourse in three years
and five months. Like the
woman who wrote to you. I
felt my husband was having
sexual relations with another woman all this time.
Could I be wrong?
My husband has high
blood pressure and every
day for the last 10 years has
taken medication to control
it. Could this be responsible
for his lack of desire for
sex?
I'm not a hot-pot at this
age but three years and five
months seems very unusual
to me. He also has pills for
sugar control and has
arthritis which flares up
periodically.
DEAR READER — You
may well have done your
husband a disservice by
assuming he was having
extramarital affairs. It is a
poor idea in human relations
to make assumptions.
Yes, some medications

used for hies blood pressure
can cause impotence — usually not in every case but in,,
say, 10 percent of patients
who take them. In that case
the doctor can often change
the type of medications used
to relieve the problem
U your husband is a
diabetic, as your letter indicates may be the case, he
could have impotence
because of that. The diabetes affects the nerves that
control erection, as
explained in The Health Letter number 3-12. Impotence,
which I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Impotence is a symptom,
not a diagnosis. Anyone with
this problem deserves a
careful examination to
determine its cause.
Although men are very sensitive about it, this is not an
unusual event in a man's
life. And your problem is
made worse by a failure to
talk about it. I gather you

THE ACES*

IRA G. CORN, JR.

"Opportunity is rare, and
a wise man will never let it
go by him." — Bayard
Taylor.

_Smith.had his opportunity
ta make today's unusual
..ga.Utilnekily for him, he
never realized be was in
danger and an easy game
went out the window.
West's diamond eight
gave declarer a free finesse

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 200
Cheri & Cine
All Seats Si .50

Are

et.

7:15,9'15 + 2.00 Sol.,Sun.
mons
lb4. II roomy gums
saswors
lbw.Mame
farm* Foraeoff
Oara

-'70411...

10

South
11t

411

West
Pass
Pass

BOND 00T;

Chett•u,S••753 33'
Late Show

Tonite 11.10

*sun t.terto
Or Or.,

Ministerial Picnic
Planned For Friday
The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association
will have a picnic on Friday, July 24, at 6 p.m. at the
pavilion adjacent to the log courthouse in the new MurrayCalloway County Park.
Area ministers and their families are invited Each
family is asked to bring their own place settings, a salad
and or dessert. Hot dogs, hamburgers and beverage will
be provided with the cost being $2 for adults and $1 for
children.
Those planning to attend are asked to contact Jay
Brigham at 7534712 or Darrell Ramsay at 7534695 by
--- Wednesdayji

Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens &rescheduled to leave at8 a.m.from the
parking lot at North Fourth
and Walnut Streets,for a trip
to Nashville, Term.
Chapter hi of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Howard
Titsworth. A covered dish
supper will be served at 6:30
p.m. for which the husbands
of members will be special
guests.
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen cf the World
Hall.

North
21P
Pass

DEAR YARD: A plastic surgeon.(But try to find one
who doesn't mind getting a little behind in his
business.)

lead.

Diamond

Sunday,July 19
Reunion of the late Esquire Matt and Sophronia
Smith family of Gobo Community will be held at the
Community Building at Farmington. A basket lunch will
be served at 1 p.m.

Joe uwui

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 750-1087 or CSHazel and Douglas Centers 4385.
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Group D of Beginning
.for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at Country Club will play from
6 to8 p.m. at the club.
Douglas at 12 noon.

Murray Chapter, Professional Secretaries International, will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank with Faye
Wells, CPS,as speaker.

pany
Adams

Retirees of Local 1068
UAW of the Tappan Company will have ii.„covered
dish supper at 5:30 p.m. at
the First Christian Church.
This is open to all retirees of yr,
the UAW,regardless of what
local they were a member.

rENAGrnti'eV
SPECIALS

Blue Grass State CB Club
will meet at Joe's Family
Restaurant at 7 p.m.

Lunth Soe-

Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.

11 a.m.-2 p.m. Deily Thru July

Soup Et
Salad

Group C of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
play on Tuesday,
DEAR ABBY: For those who are shocked that a non- Club will
9:30 a.m. at the
at
21,
July
"virgin bride wants to wear white at her wedding What
club.
would they suggest? Tattletale gray?
AMUSED IN KY. The lineup is asfollows:
Court One—Janice
DEAR AMUSED: Why not? And she could carry Renee Wynn, Sue McCoWt
claisies. They don't tell.
and Carol Waller.
Court Two — Leas
•• •
Margarita
Faughn,
•• •

Getting marrted? Whether you want• foresail Mar.clen'Ca
"
Young'and
church wedding or•simple,"do-your-own-thing" Ann Uddberg.
cereitony. get Abby's new bois!•1•10.8end $1 pins• Cir•4_321ree — Cathy Matlong, self-addressed, stamped (115 cents)envelope tot Us, Annette Alexander,
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12080 Hawthorne Blvd., Deanna Parker, and Jan
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
Wilson.

'• The F
• :will hal
5:30 p.n
All n
plans f(
will be 1
Frani
retiree:
local th

•
'• •' Whati
bet
- stars sa
given for

ARMS
(Mar.21
Social
'entirely
er
•
.family a
finishedi
'TAUltUi
._ (Apr.20
Talks
career n
twill agn
..view.
and sod
C• zEMINI
(May 21
; You'll
; advice
1 more a(
become
evening.
CANCEI
(June 21
Avoid

penses.'
get the

what yc
sonal sal
'LEO
(July 23
Partno
••tion. Th
rapport
teestmen
.results.
VIRGO
*(Aug. 23
;Work

—Hamburger Plate-Fully Dressed
WISteek Fries

".•
f

$159

rARIE
es1
owi:
stars
given fs

Menus For Nutrition
Program Listed, Week
potatoes, hot roll, butter,
carrot cake, orange, milk,
coffee or tea.
Thursday — bar-b-que
pork shoulder, potato salad,
green beans, hot roll, butter,
apple sauce, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — beef stew with
tomatoes and carrots, whole
kernal corn, spring salad,
crackers, butter, sugar
cookie, stewed prunes, milk,
coffee or tea.

RI

'Instead

19°

Senior Citizens)

Tennis Group C
Play
DEAR EDNA: Are you kidding? I would go with Plans For
him and never look back. And I've done it three times
Tuesday Morning
— with no regrets.

mi,..........ovoosnalialeitte66

The r
Adams
Road B
;T • .
Offic
Rev T
the Ilia
Mr. /
count a
ii

I New Concord Class I

FORCE:
FIVE
THE ODDS
AIRE EVEN.

Tuesday, July 21
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at II p.m. at the west
end ot the Livestock and Exposition Waiter.

Tuesday, July 21
Swim party and picnic for
Murray TOPS (take off
will
1 to 4 will be from 10
Club
)
Grades
sensibly
pounds
Events in Land Between
12 noon at the Mur,
to
a.m.
Health
the
7
at
at
p.m.
meet
the Lakes will include
Club with BarCountry
ray
Center.
Snakes,Fact and Fiction at 2
bara Malinayuskas, Aurelia
and
Station,
p.m. at Center
Senior Citizens Centsrs Batts, and Sandy Brannon in
Butter Churning at 2 p.m. at
be open as follows: Ellis charge of arrangements.
will
The Homeplace-1850.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with
Returning Students United
lunch at 12 noon; Hazel and
Games of the All-Star Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2 will meet at 11:30 a.m. in
Baseball Tournament of p.m. with lunch at Hazel at Thoroughbred Room,
Babe Ruth League'District 11:45 a.m. and at Douglas at University Center, Murray
III _Level 1 will be played at 12 noon; Dexter at 9:30 a.m. State University. For inforat the field at North Eighth
mation call 753-4646 or 759and Payne Streets in the old
Murray Assembly No.'19 1065.
part of the Murray-Calloway Order of the Rainbow for
County Park, starting at 2 Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
Christian Women's Club of
p.m.
Murray will have a summer
the lodge hall.
picnic at the Colonial House
Matinee of "Mummy
Murray Optimist Club will Smorgasbord from 12 noon '
Market" will be presented meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston to 2 p.m. For reservations or
by the Conummity Theatre _TeaParty.
cancellations call_Shirley
at 2 p.m. at the old freight
Winters, 7S3-7745-,--tridoir-- depot at Murray-Calloway
Free blood pressure check day.
County Part.
will beit12noon to 2p.m.
Churchwide skating party
the Seventh-Day Advenat
the
by
Picnic will be held
Memorial Baptist church
of
and
15th
South
Church,
tist
United
Grove
Pleasant
South
be held from 6 to 8 p.m.
will
Streets.
Sycamore
Methodist Church at the new
County
-Calloway
Murray
Park. Activities will begin at
4 p.m. and supper will be
served at6 p.m.
The 1956 graduating class of New Concord High School
Monday,July 2O
will have its 25th year reunion on Saturday, July 25,at the
Make Today Count for per- Colonial House Smorgasbord.
sons and families with life
Reservations are met necessary, but for information
threatening illnesses will persons may call Clara Stubblefield at 4924252.
meet at 7 p.m. on the third
floor of the educaiton unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

The menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels were
released today for the week
of July 20 to 24.
Meals are served at 12
noon at Douglas Center and
at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
Center, Monday through Friday, and at 12 noon on TuesYour case is very rare, and I day and Thursday at the
ANSWER: One spade. Bet- DEAR SELFISH:
most
recent statistics show that Ellis Center. Meals are also
The
you.
commend
ter to introduce a fair four.
there were 1.1 million sent out each day.
country
this
year
in
last
card major than to rebid a
and that 98 percent
teen-agers,
among
pregnancies
Menus are as follows:
minor
weakish six card
of those girls kept their babies. About two-thirds of
Monday — salisbury
--Send bridge questions to The Aces this number will go on welfare, resulting in the cost steak, bean salad, summer
P0 Hoz 12163. Dallas Texas 75225. of about $8.3 billion a year to taxpayers.(P.S. More
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope than 90 percent of the teen-aged boys who fathered squash, hot roll, butter,
los reply
raisin cookie,
these children took no responsibility for the baby or oatmeal
coffee or tea.
milk,
raisins,
the teen-aged mother.)
Tuesday — breaded cod
7:45•Start 8:15 I
•••
fish fillet, hash browns, cole
slaw,cornbread, butter, canDEAR ABBY: If after years of hard work, your husband taloupe cubes, milk, coffee
finally had an opportunity to do what he has always wanted or tea.
to do — run his own business and be his own boss — but
Wednesday — fried
it meant that you would have to leave your lifelong friends
green beans with
chicken,
and part of your family, your lovely, comfortable home and
move to another state where you knew no one and would mushrooms, mashed
have to practically start all over again, what would you do?
FIVE
EDNA

AGAINST A
'1111011SAMD.

Monday,July a
Summer Speech Institute
for high school speech and
debate students, directed by
Bob Valentine, will open today at Murray State University. For information call
762-4483.

Of Interest To

•• •

East
se
Pass

DEAR ABBY: You have stated many times in your
column that the unwed mother who gave up her child for
adoption showed the ultimate in unselfishness. Well, it's
time you heard from one of the "selfish" mothers who kept
over the objections of her parents and many welltwo trumps and the ace of her child
meaning friends.
clubs
It took more than unselfishness for me to keep my baby. It
took courage, determination, confidence and a lot of guts! I
Sid with Curs
was 17 at the time and had to drop out ofschool in my senior
year. I had my baby, went to work, borrowed money and
South holds: 7-18-B
paid it back. I finished my education and didn't go on
•It 1065
welfare, either. I made a choice that was right for me and I
•A
regretted it.
never
*Q 107 6 53
I am now married to a fine man and we have two other
•A 4
children. I thank God that I kept my firstborn. I will never
have to wonder how she is, what she looks like, what her
South North
interests are or how she will turn out.
1.
1*
"SELFISH" IN WISCONSIN

Opening
eight

-1-00

had

"Mummy Market" will be
presented by the Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old
freight depot at the MurrayCalloway County Park.

Man's Derriere
Causes Him Despair

Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer. South. The bidding:

14M

or undigested material from
plant fibers. Persimmons
contain a substance, particularly under their skin, that
reacts with the acid contents
of the stomach to form an
undigestable mass or
bezoar.
Enzymes, including those
found in tenderizers, are
used with some success to
remove some of these masses. They can be broken up
mechanically inside the
stomach or in some cases
must be removed surgically.
The mass can obstruct the
stomach, causing symptoms
Be:oars are of some historical significance. They were
believed to have magical
powers, including
i
le
powers. Queen Elizabeth
one framed in gold and
kept with her crown jewels
in 1622.

and South was quick to
accept, East's queen going
Alcoholics Anonymous and
to South's ace. A low trump
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
was led to dummy's jack
and East's ace and a diathe west end of the Livestock
mond came back, West rutt3.a.der•
ilindEmaktatri"-ing. Nothing could stop the
yet
scoring
from
defenders
MnrrilrealkwaY.
another trump and the club
Shrine aub will meet at 7
ace and declarer's game
a.m. for coffee at the
went one down.
play
declarer
Triangle Inn, and to collect
should
How
to make his game? The first
the Rizpah Annual Shrine
step is to accept the fact
.Papers for the sales
that he doesn't need a diathroughout the area today.
mond finesse. What he does
insurance
need is the best
Fish fry will be held by the
against losing three trump
Murray-Calloway County
tricks.
Shrine Club at 4 p.m. at the
To make 10 tricks, declarTremon Farris'cabin.
er ,must play dummy's dia- By
Abigail Van Buren
mond king at trick one. This
provides,the entry to cash
Couples Bridge will be
the spade ace while declarer
at 7:30 p.m. at the
played
diamond
discards his own
Oaks Country Club with
ace (even if not vital to
Tony and Henry Monachieve success this play
will always draw attention
tgomery,7534760, as hosts.
and praise).
With the danger of a dia- DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old male who needs your Fourth and final in a series
mond ruff gone, declarer help with an embarrassing problem. It's my behind. It is
of summer orientation sescan safely draw the trumps enormous! I'm 5-foot-8 and weigh 180.
for new freshmen and
sions
in
am
dub
and
health
a
at
a
week
times
three
and the defenders get only I work out
the abovementioned. I've tried transfer students will be held
except
for
shape
good
pretty
7-1B-A
NORTH
every conceivable exercise and diet I've come across, but,at the University Center,
•A Q 7
can't seem to lose any of the flab back there.
J7 5
Murray State University.
•K 9 4 2
It's just plain fat, Abby, and no amount of exercise can
•6 5 3
firm it up.
Games of the All-Star
EAST
WEST
Someone told me that it can be removed by surgery. Is Baseball Tournament of
•K10115
•J 91/ 32
that so? I don't care if the operation is painful and leaves a Babe Ruth League District
•A
•E 3 2
Anything would be better than hauling around this
scar.
•8
*Q107653
1 will began at 1
outsized caboose all my life. I'm not exaggerating — I look III Level
•A 4
•8 7 2
Murray High
the
at
p.m.
the
to
beach.
go
I
to
practically deformed. It's so bad hate
SOUTH
If this kind of operation can be done, who would do it? School Baseball Field, South
A YARD OF LARD Eighth and Poplar Streets.
•Q 10 916 4
•A J
•KQJ1,P9

CMIIIISTOPINIE MEW
WO WATT
MOW COOP(le

are not really sure if your
husband is impotent or not.
That suggests basic communications problems between
you.
Be nice to him. Let him
know that you realize be has
medical problems and really
want him to feel better and
be happier. In that way you
may encourage him to help
solve whatever the problem
is.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
father has lust learned that
be has two large bezoars in
his stomach. 94t should he
use to dissolve them? His
doctor put him on one teaspoon of meat tenderiser
with each meal. Is this safe?
DEAR READER —
Bezoars are undigested
masses of material that usually are found in the stomach They may be a hair ball

Saturday, July 18
Saturday,July 1.8
Harris
Farmington Day events
Grove
Homemakers Club will have will start at 1 p.m. at the
a family picnic in the Farmington Center.
pavilion by the old court
Events in Land Between
hbuse in the MurrayCalloway County Park at the Lakes will include The
5:30 p m Each one is to br- Blue and The Gray at 10
a.m.; Dog Day Fishing at 2
ing a picnic lunch.
p.m. and Night Visual at 8:30
Events at Murrayp.m., both at Center Station.
Calloway County Jaycee
Fellowship
Men's
Fair will include Farm
Bureau Day at 10 a.m., Pony Breakfast will be held at 7
Pull at 4 p.m., and Gospel a.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Music Show at 7:30 p.m.
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Sun.July 19th
Thru Fri. 24th
(Sun.19th _
Dinner and
Singing 2:30 p.m
Sun.9:50& 10:50 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
Each Evenl%7:30 p.m.
Speaker Roy J. Hearn
(Memphis,Tenn.)

Hickory Grove Church of Christ
Hwy. 1534 (Old 641) North to Dexter- turn left (west) at Pearson
Salvage onto Charlie PANkr Road and turn left (south) onto Mason
Roatif-—EVERYONE WELCOME—
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Peterson-Adams
Vows Are Read
1-

The marriage of Miss Jacqueline Peterson and Nevin E.
Adams was solemnized on Saturday, June 6, at the Golf
Road Baptist Church,Des Plaines,III.
Officiating at the ceremony was the groom's father, the
'Rev. Thomas E. Adams, Church Extension Director for
the Illinois Baptist State Convention.
Mr. Adams, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Adams, lean account supervisor for the Northern Bank and Trust Company in Chicago, Ill. He is the grandson of Mrs. Gussie
Adams of Murray.

1

BIG III'
KING OF VALUES

Retirees Plan Meet

PRICES GOOD THRU JULY 19th

The Retirees of Local 1068 UAW of the Tappan Company
will have a covered dish supper on Tuesday, July 21, at
5,:30 p.m.at the First Christian Church.
All retirees and their families are urged to attend as
plans for the August picnic at Kentucky Dam State Park
will be finalized.
Frank Kavanaugh said this meeting is open to all
retirees and their families of the UAW regardless of what
Iecal they were a member.

t

i

Your individual
Horoscope
Franco Drake
FOR SUNDAY,JULY 11,1111
• Mat kind of day will tomor- a social event.
'Wee be? To find out what the LIBRA
-4ters say, read the forecast (Sept. M top& 22)
given for your birth Sign.
It's not the time to talk shop
with those who want to relax
ARIES
and have fun. Later, you'll
(Mar. 21 to Apr.19) VA
make fine headway on a work
Social life is active, but not
project.
-entirely satisfactory. Later,
-you'll enjoy quiet times with
ix&
•esmily at home. Complete un- SCOftP10 '
(Oct.23to Nov.r21)
-ffitished tasks.
?
You may have mixed feel- . .......t
4.111.11UJS
ings about a trip, probably due
pc. 20 to May 20)
Talks with others center on to the objections of a family
career matters. Not everyone member. Evening brings a
.
71l agree with your point of happy turn of events.
..view. Evening favors visiting SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72to Dec.Zi) )610
and social life.
Monitor credit-card spen.OEMINI
BM 'ding. . Consult with family
;(May 21 to June 20) ,
: You'll receive conflicting members about major
• advice now. Less talk and domestic moves, and they
more action very well may should work out according to
-- become your motto towards plan.
CAPRICORN
ening. Utilize initiative.
evening.
(Dec.22toJan.f9)
Don't nag a dear one about
(*June 21 to July 22) GO
Avoid arguments about ex- spending habits. Late evening
penses. Towards nightfall, you brings better rapport with all. v_
get the green light to go after Have your heart-to-heart talks
what you want. Enjoy per- then.
- sonal satisfactions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20to Feb.18)
Social life looks promising,
(July 23to Aug.22) 4/244Z
.Partners require considera- but be sure to include a loved -Iron. Things left unsaid affect one in your plans. Attend to
rapport. Research about an in- your health. Financial pro.
tweitment matter brings good . =improve.
!results.
Mar.20)
VIRGO
IP UA. (Feb.19to behind-the-scenes
Avoid
(Aug.23toSept. 22)
- Work projectsface interrup- moves regarding romance.
Aims. Nerves may be on edge. You'll do better if you face
:Instead of complaining about tames. Act on your teensy
inished tasks,join others at and others will reciprocate.
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Sale REG. 66'

5-PACK BIG K
DISPOSABLE SHAVERS

10-3/8" disposable, super strong
plates. REG. 2.67 LIMIT 2 PACKS

For many closhaves

CHAMP DOG FOOD
paper

25-LB. BAG. LIMIT 2

...14.

.LE0

0119P 63"L
Says LOT

Select Group Of Clearance
Items From Throughout The
Store 20% to 75% Off
The Regular Price

PRISCILLA
CURTAINS.
Washable, permanentpress, polyester/rayon.
Valance, tiebacks incl.
REG. 13.97
.1 200
96"W x SI"I.
REG. 15.97

EXTRA WIDE
DACRON NINON
CURTAINS

r
; Your Individual
Horoscope

(i

CHINET® PAPER DINNER
PLATES 35-COUNT

150"W a 63"L
REG. 7.66
110"W x $1"L
REG.9.54

597
744

Fraacts Drake
FOR MONDAY,JULY 21,1111
V/hat kind of day will tomor- of your attention. Go to a party
row be? To find out what the together.
stars say, read the forecast LIBRA
given for your birth
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22) Ain.
If the work load seems
ARMS
heavy, talk things over with a
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A private chat with a family higher-up. If your complaints
member does much to ease are legitimate, You'll gain
your doubts. Don't let inner satisfaction.
tensions mount. Share you' SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) MeV
'woes with others.
Those little annoyances that
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) tiectie are bothering you may be
Don't put up with a friend': undermining a relationship.
lack of consideration. Yow Express your opinions with
time is precious. Let other: consideration.
ay(iiitt
'know where you stand anc SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72to Dec.21) "
:you'll get results.
Talking things over with
GEMINI
°- friends provides little peace of
4
I May 21 to June 20) 1
• Mixing business with mind. You'll have to confront
pleasure is not the way to get the person you're concerned
what you want. A straightfor- about.
ward approach with higher- CAPIUCORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19)
ups insures success.
Though a higher-up may not
..X.4nICER
0 understand your viewpoint,
(June 21 toJuly 22) 41)
It's best to rely on your own you'll receive encouragement
convictions now. Act in accor- from a close ally who truly
dance with your own precepts, understands.
even if a family member AQUARIUS
str.
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
disagrees with you. •
If you put your mind to it,
LEO
you'll come up with a winning
(July 23to Aug. 22)
'Business negotiations may solution about a financial matbog down, which is just as ter. Don't seek the advice of
Well, since you need to do fur- others at present.
PISCES
ther research in order to come
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
op with the right answers.
An intimate matter may be
VIRGO
bothering you. Now's the time
(Mpg.23to Sept. 22)
to talk things over with
-Don't let money become an
—imam between you and a loved friends. Cutout the dramatics.
Be fun to be with!
Ow This person needs more

174

va

97$

457

DISH CLOTH
REG. 1.22

BREAD & JAM CLOTH
KITCHEN SET

97*
Sole

Matching cloth kitchen items
KITCHEN TOWEL

REG. 5.97

— OEN
11071401.
MG 1.22
OVEN MIT
MO.2.23

MEN'S TUBE
SOCKS

1.54
97'
1.77

NEW FREEDOM
MINI PADS 12's

FLA-VOR-ICE®
FREEZE POPS

REG. Ilt• LIMIT 2

12-COUNT
Just pop them in the freezer, wait

NEW FREEDOM
MAXI PADS, 12's
REG 1 33. LSAT 2

a while, then have lots of frozen
fun. fao utmost:Atm

1•• 1.411

550
SAVE 2.09

MENS MESH STEP-IN
The favorite casual, with cool
nylon mesh uppers, full sponge in
soles, non-slip rubber soles Sizes
7 to 12 REG. 7.59

124a
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triltra

pleased to announce that Toni Dallas,
bride-elect. of Greg Swift
has chosen her pottery,
stainless, (instal mad accessoiles firolifour complete
bridal registry.
Toni and Greg will be
s married Aug.14th.
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Today In History °-

inion Paw.
Washington Today

Summit Challenges
An AP News Analysis
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Meacham!Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP — A warning
for Ronald Reagan from the experience of his predecessor: In the
world of international summitry,
politics and personalities can pose as
much of a challenge as policy.
President Carter attended his summits well-rooted in the details of international economics. He had engaged
in comprehensive briefings and read
thousands of pages from looseleaf
binders.
But Carter quickly discovered that
the • intricacies of economic and
foreign policy are only part of the job
at an international summit.
For example:
—The 1979 Tokyo summit was "a
definite minus" for Carter, says one
of his former senior aides, because
while the president was abroad
discussing energy problems,
Americans were waiting on interminable lines at gasoline stations
back home.
The irony, according to this official
speaking anonymously, :was that "in
terms of substance," Tokyo produced
Carter's greatest summitry triumph:
specific targets for energy.impacts
--—Another example of this occurred
at the Guadeloupe surtunit in 1979
when then-Prime Minister James
Callahan was pictured in the British
press enjoying the Caribbean winter
while the British Isles were snowbound and facing a fuel shortage.
—Beyald such public relations embarrassments,a personality clash can
force one leader onto the defensive.
Take Carter atid West German

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.
"We were constantly beset by, particularly, Schmidt taking pot shots at
the president with American journalists or German journalists who
then fed it back to the American
press," the Carter administration official recalled.
"The (policy) differences were
real," said the official, citing disputes
over nuclear non-proliferation and
West German defense spending. But,
he said, "Schmidt was inclined not to
deal with the differences in substance,
but to belkome very personal and (catty) with his complaints about President Carter — and that was a very difficult thing to deal with."
Such are the potential problems to
which Reagan and his aides devoted
themselves in preparation for their
meetings at the annual economic
summit of the nation's richest
democracies that is now under way in
the peaceful setting of a sprawling log
chateau near Ottawa.
Overall, officials of the Carter administration described the summits
their president attended as successful
ventures. But summits are not
without hazards, both at home and
abroad.
"The berielits oT consultations- and
exchange of views are very real, but
they are very difficult to portray and
convinct people there is any benefit,"
said the key Carter aide who recalled
the Schmidt chill.
"You have to come 'up with
something concrete, and then you're
into the expectations game. You have
to not only succeed, but you have to
succeed by a margin greater than expected," he said.

Energy Statements
WASHINGTON (AP) — In twin
energy statements, the Reagan administration says it will work to increase coal exports while putting less
emphasis on reducing U.S.
dependence on foreign oil.
The overriding guideline in both
plans was the oft-stated administration philosophy of trimming government spending and letting the
marketplace set the standard for
policy.
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldridge on Friday called for a
reduction in regulatory "roadblocks"
in the mining and shipping of coal. He
advocated the creation of deep-water

ports to accommodate greater exports of coal, but not with the government funds, as the coal industry has
requested.
Tony Anthony of the National Coal
Association said foreign customers
would welcome the pledge to increase
coal exports, but he questioned
Baldridge's statement that no government money should be used to create
deep-water ports.
The coal association has called for
75 percent government financing for
such projects; the office of Management and Budget says port organizations themselves should finance the
work through user fees.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

The Rushing Family

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Navy Seaman Danny W. Paschall,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0.
Paschall, Sr., was graduated from
Basic Submarine School at New London,Conn.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Rosie
Nelson,91, Mrs. Mary Lucy Edwards,
83, James M. McPherson 27, Clarence
A. Morgan,78,and Mrs. Lucy Colson.
The first on-campus seminar in the

continuing education program for
Nursing,Home Administrators will be
held July 19 to 23 at Murray State
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Hurt were
honored with a surprise tea commemorating their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, June 27 at the
Kirksey United Methodist Church.
Their anniversary is June 25.

By The Aasociased Press
Today is Saturday, July 18, the 199th
day of 1981. There are 166 days left in
the year.
Today's highhght in history:
On July 11,64 A.D., the Great Fire
of Rome began. Legend has it that the
blase was set by the Emperor Nero
who played his fiddle while Rome
burned.
On this date:
In 1536, the authority of the Pope
was declared void in England.
In 1776, New Jersey declared itself
independent of British authority.
In 1969, a car driven by
Massachusetts Sen. Edward Kennedy
plunged off a bridge on Chappaquidick Island. The body of passenger
Kopechne was found in the car.
And in 1972, Egypt ordered the
Soviet Union to withdraw its military
advisers from the country.
Ten years ago: South Vietnam proposed that North and South Vietnam
call a ceasefire and a country-wide
general election.
Five years ago: A Soviet aircraft
carrier from the, Black Sea passed
through the Turkish Straits for the
first time to join a Soviet fleet in the
Mediterranean.
One year ago: Former hostage
Richard Queen, suffering from multiple sclerosis, returned to the United - _
States after eight months of
in Iran.
Johnny Quertermous, 20 year old
Today's birthdays: Comedian Red junior at Murray State University and Skelton is 78 years old, Soviet Foreign
member of the MSU Golf Team,fired Minister Andrei Gromyko is 72, and
a three under par 69 to win the annual Sen. John Glenn D-Ohio is 60.
Thought for today: Money is like a
men's inter-club medal play cham- sixth sense without which you cannot
pionship at the Calloway County make a complete use of the other five.
Country Club. He fired a one under — W. Somerset Maughiun, British
writer (1874-1965).
par 143for the 36 hole event.
4

members, and Charles L. Eldridge,
chapter advisor.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lillie
Melton,63,and Edgar T. Cooper,71.
Lion Rob Huie Will be host for the
meeting of the Board of Directors of
the Murray Lions Club to be held
tonight at the Murray Electric and
Water System Building.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Easten Star held an initiation

Warren Seed Company will present
a program on "Stop Tobacco
Suckers" at the Murray Woman's
Club House on July 18.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Walt Disney's "Pollyanna."

State College, according to Dr. Ralph
H. Woods,president.
The Calloway County Soil Improvement Association announced that it
was prepared to begin its ammonium
nitrate program in cooperation with
the TVA, PMA, and the College of
Agriculture at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
The marriage of Miss Billie Farley,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. C
Farley of Pineville,to Robert Jackson
Moser, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Moser of Murray, was solemnized
June 29 at Frankfort.
Canon towels are listed as selling
for 81.39 each in the ad for Littleton's
this week.
Showing at the 95 Drive In Theatre
is "All Quiet On The Western Front."

with the degrees of the order being
conferred upon Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
D. Herndon with Norman Klapp giving the obligation.

30 Years Ago
Sgt. James W. Knight of Hazel is
pictured helping to distribute
clothing, donated by the people of
Murray and ,Hazel,to needy German
children in Wiesbaden Military Post
Welfare Rooms.
Jim Cullivarg assistant football
coach at Fulton High School for the
past two years, has been appointed an
assistant football coaCh at Murray
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Thoughts
In Season

20 Years Ago
Don Oliver, president of theCollege
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, received the
outstanding leadership award at the
Kentucky Leadership Training Center
at Hardinsburg. Danny KemR,
reporter for the College High Chapter,
was the winner of the FFA Quiz Contest. Also attending were Nelson Key,
Dann*. Phillips, Ernie Rob Bailey,
and Bobby Falwell, Chapter

In 1

By Ken Wolf
As the current administration in
Washington attacks. "big government" and tries to heave it "off the
backs of the American people," the
leaders of the Republic might consider these words of the 19th century
American author Henry David
Thoreau (1817-1862):
I heartily accept the motto —
'That government is best which
governs least': and I should like
to see it acted up to more rapid--IT:-..Carried out, it finally---amounts to this, which also I
believe — "That government kbest which governs not at all'.
Imagine a country without a
government; imagine the jump in the
unemployment rate if Thoreau's advice were taken and all federal officeholders were sent home. Could the
economy stand it? Could Reagan and
Tip O'Neill compromise on that one?

1

40 Years Ago
Bible Thought
Calloway County's Fourth Annual
Tobacco Festival, co-sponsored by the
Murray Woman's Club, was staged
July 12 at the Murray High School
am with Fred Schultz as master of
ceremonies.
Crowned as Miss Calloway County
to represent the county at the Tobacco
Festival at Princeton on August 28
was Marjorie Bowden. Her attendants
were Robbie Nell Myers and Helen
Hire.

Baby winners were Joan Webb,
County, near Trenton, Kentucky first, and Prentice Ann Overbey and
where they lived until death claimed the Douglas twins, Ann and Gayle, tiethem.
ing for second.
. During the Civil War, Theron
Pet show winners were Walter
Rushing hauled salt from Newburg on Jones, Jr., first, Hazel Lee Boyd, sethe Tennessee River to Linton, Ken- cond, and the Olive Street Gang,
tucky, on the Cumberland River. At third.
that time, salt was needed by the
Otis Lovins, Calloway Circuit Court
soldiers at Fort Donelson and by the Clerk, today released the names of 60
Theron Rushing first married entire southern army.
men drawn from the jury wheel by
Caroline Downs Nov. 4, 1852. The
Theron Hushing owned teams of ox- Judge Ira D. Smith for the next term
daughter of Thomas and Susan en and wagons. At Newburg he loaded
Downs, she was born in 1834 and died the wagons with salt and traveled at of court to start Aug.4.
Deaths
reported
include
this
week
about 1866. Theron Second married night over the hills and valleys to the
Harriet Shaw on Nov. 17, 1870. Harriet Linton Ferry, a distance of about 12
was the daughter of Newton and Mar- miles. It isn't known how many loads
tha McClain Shaw. She was born of salt he hauled, but on one trip,
about 1849 and died in 1935; she was about halfway to Linton, he was apburied in the Downs Cemetery in prehended by Union soldiers. He was
Rushing Creek Cemetery.
arrested and taken to Paducah, KenMore than 300 farmers of Calloway
About 1850, Theron Rushing bought tucky, where he was kept in jail for
who were joined by business
County
Tennessee
the
on
bordering
some
land
months. He also lost his oxen
men and public officials heard the
River south of Blockhouse Creek. He and wagon.
Children born of Theron and proposed contract for a possible cobuilt a large house not far from the
creek but quite a distance from the Caroline Rushing were: (1) Ival Ann operative tobacco marketing associaTennessee River. The house was built Rushing, Oct. 9, 1855 — June 20, 1936. tion discussed here by Col. Charles B.
of large cypress logs, had two large She married James P. Elliott. Both Regan, Washington,D.C.,a represenrooms, with a big room upstairs and a died in Bertrand, Missouri.(2) James tative, of the Federal-Farm Board.
Keys Futrell of Almo is temporary
dog trot in between, a"kitchen built on Buchanan Rushing,1857-1859.
(3) Matilda Catherine Rushing, chairman of the local group.
the back, and a long porch on the
front, facing the river. In 1940, when Nov. 19, 1859-1931. She married
TVA purchased this farm, the old Charles Merts and moved to Pennhouse was still in good condition, pro- sylvania. (4) Ora Suddarth Rushing,
Deaths reported this week include
udly overlooking the farm land that born and died 1861. (5) Able Rushing, Mrs. Christiana Swift,86, Mrs. Saline
extended to the beautiful flowing Ten- born & (Bed 1862. (6) Frances 'Farris,72,and L T. Butler.
nessee River and seemed to defy the Rushing, 1866-1929, married Frank
•
trend of modern times.
McClelland, buried In Downs *---B:IL—Allbritten, who resides two
After the death of her husband,Har- . Cemetery.
'miles east of Murray, broke the
riet Rushing and three of the children
Children born of Theron and Harriet record of a wheat crop when six acres
continue to operate the farm and live Rushing were: (1) Leliar Rusipleg; threshed out 244 bushels of wheat.
in the house built by Theron Rushing. 1872-1936. She married Henry Shaw.
After the marriages of her two (2) Dennis Rushing, 1873-1883. (3)
Eighteen boys and girls represendaughters, Harriet and her son Louis Louis P_e__Ati_ng, l876-1964. He married
UN'Junior 4-H Clubs of CallowaY
and his familv,co‘tinued to live on the Bessie Downs tind moved to Trenton....._
-,
- filonaty are enrolled for th..
farm until her%eith In 1935 at age 86.
Kentucky. (4) Mary Ellen Rustling,
which will be held at Fulton JoLouis Rushing and his son Otho sold 189-1909. She married Thomas C. Bar- camp
20 to 24.
this farm to TVA during the early row. (5) Edward Rushing, dates
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
1940's and purchased a farm in Todd unknown.

Theron Rushing, son of William and
Frances E. Rushing, was bOrn Feb. 4,
1828, in Trigg County, Kentucky. He
died Jan. 31, 1883 at his home near the
Tennessee River, opposite Newburg,
Kentucky. He was buried in the
'Rushing Cemetery on thefarm where
he was reared.

Sandra Jean Jones,two days,Thomas
Roscoe Jenkins, 77, Cecil Hay,and W.
T. Vaughan.
Murray Postmaster Harry I. Sledd
in an article this week explained
Defense savings bonds and their use
to the U.S.Government.
Sgt. Andrew Farris, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. R. Farris, is serving with the
Army at Camp Beuregard,La.
Miss Virginia Elizabeth Edwards,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Edwards, was married to Coy Hale, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Hale, on July
11.
The WPA started work July 14 on
the new $125,000 Fine Arts Building on
the campus of Murray State Teachers
College. "
Births reported this week include a
girl to Buel and Sue Jetton, July 14, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs.'Oral Eldridge,
July 11, a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Hafford
Adams,July 14, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
M. G. Forrester, July 12, and a boy to
fer. and Mrs. Hubert Hooper,July 11.
New deacons elected by the First
Baptist Church were C. A. Murphey,

50 Years Ago

ly

appropriated funds for the installation
of a drinking fountain in the court
house yards, according to Calloway
County Judge C. A. Hale.
George S. Hart, Calloway Circuit
Court Clerk, has released the names
of men empaneled for jury duty in the
next term of Circuit Court to start
here Aug. 2.
Miss Virginia Broach, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Broach, was married to Ewen Swann, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Swann,on June 25.

Births reported this week include a
bvy to Mr. and Mrs. Burley Scott on
July 14.
Mrs. Ethel Ward let a contract last
week to the Key Brothers Construction Company for a modem four
apartmeet Wick strucbire in the colMurray.
af
addi°cc
'
Beef roast is listed as selling for
eight cents per pound in the ad for the
Murray Meat Market this week.

Ray Brownfield, J. I. Fox, Vester Orr,
and Hunter Love.
C. L. Francis will speak at the
homecoming on July 27 at the Almo
Church of Christ.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Ride On Vaquero" starring Ceasar
Romero.

1

The Lord will not suffer the soot
of the righteous to famish: but he
casteth away the substance of the
wicked. Proved* 111:3.
In other words, you can't take ii
with you!

Pr
se

Letter To The Editor

Women In Service

To The Editor:
We have the best form of Government in the world, but we too are subject to mistakes. Show me a man that
never makes a mistake and I'll show
you a man who never done anything.
Our Supreme Court has made several
decisions that should be overturned
by our Congress,along with the President.
It took one atheist Modalyn Murray
O'Hair to stop prayers in school along
with the Pledge of Allegience to our
flag. She also wants to stop prayers in
the House and Senate and heaven forbid that.
I'm sure our constitution didn't intend to stop prayers in school or to
give the Pledge of Allegience to our
'lag and they should be returned to
our class rooms, along with the Ten
Commandments.
The Supreme Court they say is the
law of the land. But some of their decisions are hurting the moral fiber of
this nation and I'm sure the majority
of the people in this country disagree
in many of their decisions such as
abortion and above mentioned subjects.
Now the Supreme Court ruled that
women are to be excluded from
Military Draft Registration and any
military draft. I can't understand this
decision either, as it really sounds like
a blow to these women libbers and
E.R.A. Some people may now refer to
this decision as discriminating
against the male. —
. Now in the first place. I am not new
and nor will I ever advocate combat
for women. In a society such as ours,
'we wouldn't stand for it. Some nations
do use women in combat, but we live
• in America.
But on the other hand, we need
women in all branches of service and
the Supreme Court decision will absolutely hurt the women already in
the service. They will be passed over

when it comes to any promotions or
any advancement.
Lest we forget! It takes 7 men
behind the lines to keep one man in
combat and in the front lines. These
men do all sorts of work such as
clerical, registering men, driving
trucks and draft boards to mention a
few.
Therefore, I certainly believe that
women should be included for
military registration and military
draft, but absolutely no combat dutyll
The wdmen could replace these 7 men-4.,
it takes to keep one man in the front
lines and the majority of them
wouldn't even have to leave this country in case of war, unless of course if
they volunteer for behind the lines duty.
Alex Pall
Rt.3 Box 13W
Murray,Ky. 42071
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Murray Business News Briefs
In Four Bloomingdale Branches

'Oh Kentucky'Boutiques To Open
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The work of Kentucky
crafts producers has found
an enthusiastic audience in
the New York, and the enthusiasm has prompted
Bloomingdale's to open "Oh,
Kentucky!" boutiques in
four of its branch stores.
The first boutique opened
in March at the urging of
Phyllis George Brown, wife
of Gov.John Y. Brown Jr.
The Browns are expected
to attend a "major kickoff"
for similar Kentucky crafts
shops in Bloomingdale's two
Washington, D.C., stores in
late October, said David
Long, who has- coordinated
the boutique's operation for

the fashionable department
store.
In September, Kentucky
boutiques are to open in
Bloomingdale's stores in
King of Prussia, Pa., and
Stamford, Conn., said Long,
a Shelbyville native.
Bloomingdale's originally
bought items ranging from
pottery to hand-woven
baskets from 14 Kentucky
craftsmen and women. Five
teams of buyers have been in
the state since March, reordering from the original 14
and seeking different crafts
from other producers.
During a recent trip, a rug
buyer made more than
$12,000 worth of purchases

during a one-day visit to the
state, according to the state
Department of Tourism.
The appeal of Kentucky
crafts is that they offer
"traditional age-old techniques and mediums that people are very comfortable
with," Long said.
"What we've tried to do is
give them a new slant —
recolor them in a nontraditional way."
That means that a Kentuckian accustomed to dark
pottery glazes may find the
same pottery, but with
pastel glazes, while shopping
at Bloomingdale's.
-We felt that was a way to
make traditional crafts fresh

looking," Long added
Prices in the boutique range
from $7 for a whisk broom to
$350 for a hand-made quilt
Bloomingdale's has a
history of focusing on the
culture and products of a
particular country, but the
Kentucky boutique marked
the first time the store
featured the crafts dastate,
Long said.
Its buyers will continue to
visit Kentucky "as long as
there's freshness in the merchandise and a keen
customer interest in traditional crafts, which we expect to be for a period of
time."
"Kentucky is very much a

stop on a Bloomingdale's
buyer's itinerary these
days."
Buyers from another major department store also
have the state on their
itinerary next week.
Some 75 Kentucky crafts
producers are to display
their wares in the capital city ai Priday, when NeimanMarcus representatives will
be on hand.
Karen Horseman of the
Tourism Department said
Neiman-Marcus, based in
Dallas, has not announded
plans for a boutique similar
to the one at Bloomingdale's
but wilt be looking for crafts
to sell in some of its stores.

Insurance Women's
Group Offers'Course
The Insurance Women of
Mayfield, local chapter of
the National Association of
Insurance Women,will be offering the insurance course
INS 22 this fall.
The course will begin Sept.
8 and will meet each Tuesday night through Dec. 8.
The meeting place and time
will be announced at a later
date.
The classes will be conducted on a group-study
basis and the national examination will be given in
Paducah on Dec.9.
The INS 22 class deals with
property insurance and is
the second Ma series of three
classes. INS 21 deals with
basic insurance principles
and INS 23 with casualty insurance.

The °lasses may be taken
in any order and, with
satisfactory completion of
these three insurance institute classes, students will
receive a certificate of
general insurance.
Women who pass the
courses and meet other
association qualifications
will receive the Certified
Professional
Insurance
Woman(CPIW)designation.
The completion of these
three courses also counts as
part
two
of
Chartered Property and
Casualty Underwriter
(CPCU)study program.
For more information,
contact Leslie Towe at the
Mayfield Insurance Agents,
Inc.,247-1711.

Public Hearings Held
On Statewide Banking'
rf

BIG JOB — It took about five gallons of paint and 14 hours for a professional artist to repaint the statue in front of the Murray Big John's. The statue, a trademark
of the store, was originated in Illinois as "Big John Stands Above Them All." Martin and Baley Inc., own the 17 Big John's, 105 Huck's, seven Max Warehouse
Discount Stores and three warehouses.
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1:11"-4 o
you want to engage ma more than one bank. A
We at the
lively conversation with a survey by the Kentucky
Kentucky banker, just raise Bankers Association last
ax'
the issue of statewide bank- year showed more bankers
consider
change
willing to
ing.
A state legislative subcom- than in any previous survey.
$
mittee is doing just that, by
Individual
states
establish
holding a series of public
hearings on the topic their own banking structhroughout Kentucky. And tures, and the patterns are
judging by the first of those diverse. Kentucky is one of
hearings, held in Paducah, the 17 states-18 after this
there's wide disagreement year, since Illinois recently
FIRST LOCAL WINNER — Ralph Riley (Riley), Route 2, Murray, was the first local
on the virtues of any change revamped its structure- that
*
.winner of the Name Game contest held at Druther's Restaurant. Riley was
,
in Kentucky's banking struc- permit limited branching; in
presented his $100 check by Murray Druther's manager Ken Asher. Asher said
Kentucky's case, branches
ture.
•\
several $1,000,$100,$5 and $1 prizes have yet to be claimed in the contest.
(Other hearings are cannot be located outside the
county
where
a
bank
has
its
scheduled for Pikeville on
4
July 22, Ashland in late main headquarters.
August and Frankfort in
Twelve states-11 after.the
September.)
Illinois law goes into effectWhat it all means, though, have unit banking laws,
is that statewide banking which basically allow a bank
I
will be a hot business topic to have only one office and
for the 1982 session of the full no branches. The other 21
legislature, fueled by an ap- states allow banks to operate 0 0
parent split among Ken- statewide.
tucky's 344 banks over the ,It's this latter category
merits or drawbacks of ex- that some Kentucky in:.
ler
0
Druther's Restaurants has punch-out tokens to spell Every restaurant in the panded branching privileges terests would like the Comannounced that three $100 Druther's and win $1000.
chain has reported or common ownership of monwealth to join.
winners have been awarded
The winners were Paul R. numerqskawards of $1, $5,
In its new game card promo- Davidson, •a patron of and foodirrize winners.
tion. The restaurant chain Druther's on Poplar Level
The Druther's Name
began the new promotion on Road, Louisville; Joe M. Games promotion will conMonday, June 22, in all of its Fowler, a patron of the tinue through July 26, with
locations.
Druther's in Marion; and gamecards being redeemed
The Druther's Name Joan Cox, a patron of through Aug.9.
•
SERVICES INCLUDE:
Games is two games of Druther's in Jackson.
I. Repack front wheel bearings
Teresa Jennings, advertischance on one gamecard. In
2. Inspect front grease seals
the "Instant Game," ing manager at Druther's In3. Computer bolonceiront
customers scratch off circles ternational, emphasized
wheels
4. Align front end
and a prize box for instant there are many more potenAddillonal pars a wer•Ice& weVc1+ eNee be needcash and food prizes. tial $100 and $1000 winners
ed.ars of win,cm,
Customers can also collect across a seven state area.
For Many U.S. Cars
MILWAUKEE, Wis. —
eedekteel Pee.WC Mete.. Mee,Mb be
Disc Brakes are Higher
Harold David Travis, Murreeded.Oek 01.10000e
ray agent, will be cited July
Mon.ga
cte
.
88Salei
Mon.-Sat.
20 during the 101st annual
Sale Price
meeting of the Northwestern
Disc/Drum Brake Special
rold
Ami
l
immInd Special
Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
16-oz.
Milwaukee, for sales during
1 ..•
"limbed Moo*,
• FI 01
144.16.•••••s. Leaded
the year ending May 31
eee • *Ph Moroi.
He is associated with
Preret.rAdjus.....ne
W•trlinty.
NML's John C. Wise district
sr...* so ixem
•••ry
agency, Paducah, of the
4
-ply
'Our
Best'
'KM
7119
Marvin L. Smith general
agency,Evansville,Ind.
Polyester Cord Whitewalls
Travis received an avfard
14-oz.'•
given to the top 101 agents in
Our Reg. $
•'Not WI
Co..,
For
Many
LleM
bucks
Plus F.E.T.
DAN NA , %II
sales.
37.76
1.52 Each
With Exchange
A78X13
Travis also achieved
SEE
Our 48.88
membership in The
Mounting Includod - NO Trade-In Roquired
Marathon Club for insuring
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each
36-month Auto Salton,
•
Ce0111011951 by *mare COesoroeon
100,more people.
'
4 Agents pay their own way
to attend the meeting, which
OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)
is held each year in
Milwaukee. Northwestern
Mutual has over 4,2/30 ent4.,
Gleftdo A',der!** JetTr",
nationwide and is the na700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
tion's ninth largest life inRt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
surance
firm, with assets of
Former's NSA
SHELTER INSURANCE
81
more than $11.4 billion.

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

Ralph Riley

Druther's Announces
Name Game Winners

Harold David Travis
0.E1.

PECIALS HRU SATURDAY

Harold David Travis
To Be Honored
By Northwestern

There's a

Car
Insurance

• 24.88

68.

36.88
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Column To Cover 'All' Fields
Finally, while rain has momentarily paralyzed
the
sports world, this writer can afford a moment
of sitback,prop the feet up,column writing.
For those readers, who are also taking a timeou
t
from the everyday bustle and who may not have
noticed, The Murray Ledger & Times has undergone
a
sports personnel change. Replacing former sports
editor David Hibbitts' usual column will be the Covering All Fields logo with yours truly at the helm.
Following a tale of two cities pattern, the Coveri
ng
All Fields logo was last seen in Paris, Tennes
see, at
The Post-Iatelligeacer newspaper. Wedne
sday,
however, this writer made the shift to Murray
where,
as publisher Walt Apperson says, I had to
hit the
ground running.
Two baseball tournaments, two golf tourna
ments,
the beginning of football at Calloway Count, High
and
umpteen-dozen other sportsworthy items have
kept
these keyboards hummin'the pastfew days. At
last an
official introduction can be made.
Although raised a Tennessean,this writer is a
native
Californian, born in Mojave (approximately
50 miles
from where the Space Shuttle landed).
After being
graduated from Mt.Juliet High School I attend
ed the
University of Tennessee, at Knoxville and
Volunteer
State Community College (Gallatin, Tenn.) before
obtaining a B.S. in English from Austin
Peay State
University in Clarksville. Currently I'm worki
ng on a
masters'degree in communications at Murray
State.
Besides working for The Post-latelligeacer
I've
twice had a Pigskin Preview published
in The
Cumberiaad magazine, soon to become Tenne
ssee
Monthly.
Along with sportsvrriting, this writer has also
tried
his hand at blacksmithing but when the final
decision
came down to bad backs and flying hooves or writer's
cramp the wordsmith position won over.
While working for The P-I I've come in contact with
everything from prep school sports to pythons and during my stint as sports editor of APSU's The All State
the Ohio Valley Conference became my home away
from home.
While at Paris the former Elizabeth Cartwright of•
Nashvillt became a vital member of the Rector
travellitig-troupe and we in turn added Molly, a fullblooded bassett hound,to the entourage.
But,enough said about the author of this column and
back to business.
This column is dedicated to what the name
indicates

Covering
All Fie*
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

— covering ALL fields. Major sports naturally receive
priority but the world of athletics revolves on variety.
Competition thrives in many packages, some controversial, some lackadasical, some nobody really
cares about except the participants themselves. If it involves sports, though, it's within the bounds of Covering All Fields.
Personality features, predictions, commentaries,
etcetera, will appear under this columnhead with
public input on feature ideas greatly appreciated.
Ideas will be accepted by phone (753-1916), by mall
(The Murray Ledger & Times, 103 N. 4th Street), car
rier pigeon, pony express or whatever.
In addition to this column space the new Murray
Ledger & Times sports staff is under the same obligation — to cover the wide range of sports as thoroughly
as possible. Local athletes and events rank first on the
attention list.
Providing the best local sports pages requires a good
working relationship between the public and the sports
department. Any group, club, organization or individual wanting coverage on an event should contact
The Murray Ledger & Times sports department (same
number as above)as soon as information is available.
Even partial information is better than waiting until
the last minute and then complaining because nothing
was mentioned.
It's a challenge to produce the best sports section in
Western Kentucky,and one this writer can only do with
community support. All assistance is solicited and appreciated.

End Ross Browner Holds Out;
Bengals Say Rookies Signed
CINCINNATI(AP) — The
1,267 yards and eight of Pittsburgh, arrive
d Fri- including 51 veterans, to
attorney for Ross Browner
touchdowns in his four years day morning, signed a consaid he's optimistic the
report to Wilmington by 3
at Pittsburgh.
tract and worked out with p.m. Thursday. The
veteran defensive end will
Bengals
Rookies will work out other early arrivals at Spincome to contract terms with
will start two-a-day drills
twice daily for three days at ney Field in Cincinnati.
the Cincinnati Bengals in
Spinney Field next week, The 6-foot-4, 223-pound Friday.
time to start camp next
before moving north to receiver was a second-t
The Bengals' first exhibieam
Thursday.
Wilmington.
All-America last year. He tion game is Aug. 8 against
The Bengals on Friday
Gregg expects 81 players, totaled 101 receptions
for Tampa Bay in Tampa.
signed tight end _Benjie
Pryor, bringifig all 13 of their
1981 draft choices under contract.
Pryor will join the other 12
draft choices and 17 free
agents Monday when rookies
report for workouts in Cincinnati. The rest of the squad
is expected to report to the
club's Wilmington College
By HOWARD ULLMAN
Damiani of Uruguay by
Damiani won a seesaw
complex by Thursday.
AP Sports Writer
scratching back from a 4-2 confrontation Friday
Attorney Jack Childers,
with
BROOKLINE, Mass.(AP) second-set deficit to defeat unseed
ed Andres Gomez of
negotiating an extension on — Bernard
Fritz has been a Charlie Fancutt of Australia, Ecuador,7-6,
0-6,6-0.
Browner's contract, said professional
tennis player the 141st ranked player, 6-2,
Two other players who had
Friday there was a good for seven
years. But he 64.
to qualify — Jay Lapidus and
chance that a deal would be hasn't
been a very suc"I was very surprised to John Alexander — weren'
completed by next week.
t
cessful one.
start so easily," Fritz said. as fortunate as Fritz.
"I would say, at this time,
He is the 220th-ranked "The second set I had
some
Lapidus, who had knocked
he (Browner) is planning to played in
the world and only problems." He broke Fan- off fifth
-seeded Jose
be in Cincinnati prior to the 12th in
France. He had cutt's last two services and Higueras
of Spain in the seThursday," Childers said. never reache
d the quarter- wrapped up the match with a cond round,
fell Friday to
"From the way talks are go- finals of a totun
ament worth deep lob that, Fancutt wiseeded Angel
Jimenez of
ing, with both sides giving a more than $75,00
0. He is try- couldn't reach.
Spain, 6-3, 6-3. That left just
little, I'm hopeful of ing out a new racket
. And his
Fritz almost didn't make it one U.S. player, third-seede
reaching a conclusion... If back hurts.
d
to
the tournament. He had to Eliot Teltscher, among the
either side stops giving a litIs he surprised to be inlet. win three qualif
ying mat- eight quarterfinalists.
tle, there will be problems." day's quarterfinal
s of the ches last weekend to get into
Alexander, the Australian
Browner is seeking an ex- $175,000 U.S. Pro
Tennis the field of 64. Then he beat veteran making a comeb
tension to his original con- Championships?
ack
eighth-seeded _Terri Moor in from a back injury, was
tract which expires after this
"Sure, because I didn't the first round.
beaten Friday night by 13thseason. He skipped the play well this
year. This is
Damirua thinks the quali- seeded Hans Gildemeister of
club's mini-camp in May
the first tournament I've fying matches
helped Fritz.
Chile, 6-7, 6-4, 7-6 in a 2-hour
Mike Brown, Bengals' played well,"
said the 27"He's playing well. When 42-minute match.
assistant general manager, year-old
Marseilles resident. you pass the qualifying, it
Jiminez
said he didn't expect any "I changed my
faces
racket(from means you've won three Gildemeister
today, with the
problems in negotiations.
wood to fiberglass) last week matches. That means
you're survivor playing Sunday
"I think Ross will report and didn't
know if I would ready for the tournament," agains
t the winner of the
and he'll be signed," Brown play well."
Darniani said.
Damiani-Fritz match.
said.
He got his answer Friday.
. Pryor, a fifth-round draft
Fritz advanced to a match
choice from the University with 10th-seede
d Jose-Luis

Change Of Rackets Prompts
Surprise Play In Pro Tennis

Rain Postpones
Little League Play.

For all your Travel Reservations
*

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
rtiriaarni—

Americitiand interniffeasi Troveftinso--

Murray's Little League All
Star team will see its first
Playoff action tonight after
rain postponed Friday's
scheduled game with Benton
County.

tation with Clinton, also at 6
p.m.
The overall victor of the
Murray tournament will
travel to Madisonville Tuesday for the remainder of the
district playoff.
Tar Jo teams will squareOverall winner of -the
off tonight at the new city Madisonville Worm,. All
"aft field in a I p-in- aelY advance to 'the date level
game. The winner will ad- which vriU be played Aug. 3mice to Monday's control,.
8.

r & Times

Mi
ientry
h

• Baseball Strike

Washington To Host Talks
WASHINGTON (AP) —
While maintaining he still tatives of labor and manage- The players associ
ation
Negotiations to end the five- supports the collective ment to
resume negotiations said Thursday it would acweek-old baseball strike bargaining
process, here Monday under the cept binding arbitration to
have struck out in New York Donovan told reporters "I auspices
of the Federal end the walkout, but the
and are being moved to the will be available" if neede Mediation
d
and Conciliation owners' Player Relations
nation's capital, a city still in the new series of talks. He Service, of
which Moffett is Committee rejected the
embittered by the loss of its had said earlier that the
con- acting head.
idea.
major league franchise a tinuing strike "was a kick
Asked whether Miller and The players went on strike
in
decade ago.
the teeth to the American Grebey indicated a will- after the owner
s imposed a
The Reagan administra- people."
ingness to move the talks system under which a team
tion's stance is that lastThe strike, which began from New York to that lost a free
agent would
chance bargaining to June 12 and which has forced Washi
ngton, Donovan be permitted to take one
salvage the remainder of the cancellation of one-fifth
of replied,"In principle, yes." player from the team signbaseball season may be the season so far, is in its
Donovan suggested that a ing the free agent.
more successful here, where 37th day. The issue concer
ns news blackout will be imposrepresentatives of the the question of compe
n- ed when the talks resume In subsequent negotiaplayers and club owners will sating baseball teams which here
at 2 p.m. EDT Monday. tions, levels of compensation
be under the close supervi- lose star players via the free
Asked whether President have been altered and
sion of the Federal Media- agent route.
Reagan has been expressing various formulas offered.
tion and Conciliation Ser- The nation's capital lost its concer
n about the strike, Management's last proposal.
vice.
baseball team — the Dononvan said, "No, he has Thursday set a limit
of eight
Labor Secretary Raymond Washington Senators — not," but
he added that the on the number of free agents
Donovan, following a when then-owner
Robert White House has been In- who would require profesjawboning session Friday Short moved the franchise
to formed of each develop- sional player compensation
with Marvin Miller of the Arlington, Texas. Short' ment.
s
in 1981 — with that number
players association and Ray team had replaced an earlie
Before his meetings with rising to 10 in 1982 and a
r
Grebey, chief bargainer for Senators franchise that mov- Miller and
Grebey, Donovan maximurn of 14 in 1983 — and
the 26 club owners, said the ed to Minnesota.
called the sessions "a last ef- Increased the numbers of
two sides had agreed "in
Donovan said he has asked fort" to end the strike and players who could
be proprinciple" to renew negotia- federal mediator Kenneth E. save the
remaining games, tected from being claimed as
tions in Washington on Mon- Moffett to invite represen- playoffs
and World Series.
possible compensation.
day.

Lowest Paid Cincinnati Player
Feels Strike Pinch His Wallet
CINCINNATI (AP) — some money from the three
around in the paper in the lot of players, I
thought It
Relief pitcher Geoff Combe, paychecks Geoff received
ads," Combe said. "I didn't might last two
or three
the lowest-paid Cincinnati from the Major league club.
go beat on any doors or weeks. But when
Reds player, is feeling the "When I was called up, it
you see
anything. Really, the odds of that there isn't any
baseball strike's pinch on his was like getting double what
progre
ss
me getting hired were slim, and that there
is a lack of
bank statement.
I was paid at Indy," Combe especially not knowi
ng negotiations sometimes, you
Combe, called up from the said. "So we saved the seanybody in town to ask for a Just wonder what
the proReds' Indianapolis farm cond half. We put $1,500
job. Plus, not many people blem is.
club on May 1, said his Wili- away, but that's just about
would hire you knowing you
"We can get by (financially might move to California gone."
could be gone tomorrow."
ly), but when I got called up,
to live with relatives if the
The Combes have thought
Combe said he got excited we started making plans
players' strike isn't settled about moving to California
for
last weekend when it ap- the future and though
t
in a couple weeks.
about
for several ;weeks, but peared
The move would be for stayed in their nccthern Ken- player negotiators for the looking for a winter borne.
s and owners might This will push
everything
financial reasons. Combe, tucky apartment in hopes
reach a settlement.
back another year. But it's a
his wife Sandy and 1 year-old the strike would be settled by
"But I guess I got a little big relief knowing
we can go
daughter Kristin have been now.
bit too excited," he said. home."
"scraping along" on their
"One of the most "When it looked like they
savings.
frustrating things about the might settle Saturday, I
"We've eliminated a few strike is that nobody really though
t, 'Great! We'll be
things, but— we're still knows what to do — try to get
working out Monday at
eating," the 25 year-old a job or go home or what,"
Riverfront.'
MLSSION, Kan. (AP) —
Combe said. "We don't go to Combe said.
"But now, I'm not even The
third-place consolation
movies, and (we) try to do
Sandy Combe is a worrying about it. If it ends,
game of the NCAA Basketmore around home."
secretary, and the right- great. If it doesn't, I have
ball Tournament is now a
Combe is on a $33,500 hande
r said he made a half alternate plans (going to
thing of the past and the
salary, just $1,000 over the hearte
d attempt to find a California).
tourney field, at least for the
major league minimum. The job.
"I'm really frustrated that present,
Combes were able to save
will remain at 48
"I just kind of looked it's lasted this long. Like a
teams.

Sports In Brief

Western Kentucky State Fair, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Is Proud To Present
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The Willie
Nelson Show

Kool and The Gang

Timidity, Aegis,4
2 Mg Shows
6:00 p.m. mid 9:00 p.m.
Section A
Track Chair feats
$12.00
Section 1
$10.00
Section C
$10.00
Graimistend
$10.00
Meachen
$1.00

Barbara Mandrel

Wednesday, Almost $
1 lig Show
8:15 p.m.
Sorties A
Track Chair Seats
$6.00
Sorties II
$5.00
Seethe C
$5.00
Grandstand
65.66
Meechers
$4.011

Wilerstiey, Armee 6
2 Mg Skews
1:00 p.m. mid 9:00 p.m.
Wise A
Track Choir Sees
$11.011
Sorties'
66.00
5ectlen C
$6.90
Gramistand
$6.00
Members
$4.06

(Front gate admission not included)
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BLEACHERS

8
Section

A
Section

Section

WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE PAW
P.0. Box 235
Nepkinsville, Kent.* 42241
When ordering by Inell he awe end
este tile thew Noel either the
7:00 p.m. or TAO p.n. sheet for
the Barbers tilendrell thew or the
1:00
or the I:00
thono
for the Wille Noises show

Make cheelmor money order
Payable to Weston,Kentucky far
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Fellow Texans Vie For
British Open Golf Lead
By GEOFFREY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
SANDWICH, England
(AP) — Ben Crenshaw, with
a bridesmaid complex and a
head full of golf history,
chased fellow Texan Bill
Rogers for the lead as the
British Open Championship
moved into the third round
today.

who joked about his unexpected success.
The two Texans had Tom
Watson, defending champion, only four shots behind
at 142. And Jack Nicklaus,
after a nightmare first round
of 83, shot a 66 and
miraculously hung on in outside contention.
Crenshaw is the greatest
Neither of them has won a authority among the pros on
major tournament, although the history of the game.
Crenshaw has been run"If I have learned
nerup in four big ones and
Rogers tied for second place anything from being runnerup so often, it is that I
in this year's U.S. Open.
have to believe in myself,"
Rogers led with a two- Crenshaw said after
round total of 138, 2-under- shooting 67 in the second
par for the windy Royal St. round.
George's links. Crenshaw
"And I have to try to put
was at 139 and shared second all this historical data out of
with Nick Job, a red-haired, my mind when I'm playing. I
wisecracking Englishman can't think about the crowds,

OF

or about the time Walter and just about the biggest
Travis beat Ed Blakewellin house I've ever seen,"
in the final of the British Rogers said. "It's so big I
Amateur in 1904 using a can't imagine anybody livSchenectady putter.
ing in it. It's bigger than
"I have to forget anything in Texas."
everything except myself The weather improved
and my 14 clubs," he said.
Friday and the course lost
That raised a big laugh at some of its first-round tera news conference. Travis rors. Not a single player had
was the first American ever got inside par 70 on the first
to win the British Amateur day. This time,22 did.
and is still thought of in these First, Nicklaus and then
parts as an unwelcome in- Rogers equaled the course
vader from overseas.
record of 66, set last year by
Rogers, 29, from Waco, Harold Henning of South
also is steeped in a bit of Africa. But at the end of the
history this week, but not of day a little known
the golfing kind. He is stay- Englishman named Gordon
ing in a recently opened Brand holed in one at the 165country club that once was yard 16th and went on to post
the home of Lord Kitchener, a65.
Britain's war minister at the Brand had made 78 in the
start of World War!.
first round and was six shots
"It's a fascinating place off the pace.

LPGA Tour

Stanger Tops Western Union Open
JERICHO, N.Y. (AP) — Arizona amateur
champion graduate who led her school
Julie Stanger looked at the from 1976-78,is a pro
for only to the AIAW team title as a
leader board at the $125,000 four years and
never has freshman in 1975.
Western Union Open Classic. finished better than
fourth in "I still have to do what I
She carded a second- any tournament.
Brownlee is have to do and forget those
straight 70 Friday and found one up in that,
department, who are behind me. It's nice
herself sharing the top spot registering her lone
triumph to know that I have the lead
at the halfway mark with Vi- In 1977.
on them right now, but when
vian Brownlee and Donna
Caponi, on the other hand, we tee off tomorrow, it's a
Caponi with a 36-hole total of has three titles to
her credit whole new round, and I need
140.
this year and 72 overall.
another good score."
It was a strange position
So, now there are names
Stanger was sidelined for a
for Stanger and Brownlee' such as little; Pat
Bradley, month after a bout with
since they never have led at currently No. 2 in
money mononucleosis last March,
this stage in a Ladies Profes- earnings; Cathy Reynold
s; but said, "Physically, I feel
clonal Golf Association tour- Kathy Whitwort;
Jane my game is coming back."
nament. Brownlee, who join- Blalock; Judy Rankin,
and
Brownlee was 28 before
ed the tour in 1975,shot a par Beth Daniel listed below
the she joined the tour and didn't
72 on the 6,347-yard Meadow 23-year-old Stanger.
take to golf seriously until
Brook Club. After a first
Does that tare her?
transferring to Penn State as
round of 68, Brownlee had
"It doesn't scare me, nor a junior from Ithaca College.
shared the lead with Sally does it mean that
I've got
"I was into basketball and
Little.
this locked up," was the rep- field hockey," said the
Stanger, three-time ly of the Arizona
State native of Atlantic City, N.J.,

"but I realized there was no
longevity running up and
down a court.
"A friend suggested that I
try golf, but like everybody
who thinks about the sport in
the beginning, I couldn't see
wasting my time chasing a
white ball. Now it's a disease
— incurable at that."
Caponi, a -35-year-old
veteran who has been on tour
since 1965, doesn't think experience will mean much today.
"My edge over the
younger golfers might come
in patience," she said. "This
is a very demanding course,
and if you miss a 10-or 12-foot
putt, you can't let it get to
you. I'm just going to play
one hole at a time."

U.S. Leads Wightman Cup, 42-10
By JAMES LIT'KE
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Life
can be exhilarating when
you are ranked among the
top three tennis players in
the world and are still on the
young side of 20.
At the hour most kids their
age are worrying about
curfews, America's teen-age
tennis terrors worry about
little more than broken strings. But staying up late Friday night paid off as Andrea
Jaeger steamrolled Anne
Hobbs, 6-0, 6-0 and Tracy
Austin outgunned Sue
Barker, 7-5, 6-3 to give the
United States a 2-0 lead over
Great Britain in the
Wightinan Cup championship series.

points.
In the opening match, out the set when Barker netJaeger was content from Austin broke
service in the ted successive forehands.
the outset to rally from the fourth game
and held her
In the second set, the 18baseline, continually forcing own for a comfortable 4-1 year-old Californian again
Hobbs into errors off both lead. But Barker's forehand took her first break in the
sides. Hobbs then varied her missiles began finding the fourth game as Barker
attack,trying to come to net, range, and after another ex- began gambling, spraying a
but her efforts there brought change of service games the host of forehands wide of the
25-year-old Briton got her mark.
DO more success.
break back in a love game,
In the second set, Jaeger capturing the last two points
Austin used her third ace
began teeing off on a host of with awesome forehand win- of the match to pull into a
4-1
floating backhands as Hobbs ners.
lead, and her careful placestruggled to force her deep. Barker then survived ment began paying
But Jaeger reversed the tac- three set points and six dividends. She broke back
tic, running Hobbs side to deuce points to knot the the next game for a 5-3 lead
side, opening the court and match at 5-5. &Weyer, and closed out the match
cleaning up with a series of Austin dispatched her 40-15 when a Barker cross-court
winners down both lines.
in the Ilth game, and closed backhand was out.

HIGH WATERS — Oaks Country Club member
-Jim Johnson gave his pants cuffs an extra turn
Friday after :
nearly two inches of rain made play a link
sloppy at the dub course. Johnson and the other
members of his
foursome Norman Lane, Rudell Parts and
Hub Dunn, were determined to get in one more
round Friday
before today's Men's Invitational Tournament
began. The tourney, a two-day affair, will declare
its champion
Sunday.

Leader Curl Says Three-Stroke
Lead Is Not Unsurmountable
COAL VALLEY, Ill. (AP) under-par 130 total,
mat— Rod Curl, the midway ching the lowest
36-hole
leader in the Quad Cities score of the 1981 PGA Tour.
Open golf tournament, inAndy Bean and Johnny
sists his three-shot lead is Miller had shared
the
not insurmountable.
previous low 36-hole total of
One of his closest pur- 130 this year. Bean
did it at
surers, Canadian Dave Barr, Orlando and Miller
at 'Meagrees. But Victor Regalado son.
of Mexico, tied for second
Still, Curl warned: "'Three
with Barr, has different shots is nothing on
this
ideas.
course. What is nice, though,
Curl has put up some im- is that I'm first going into
pressive numbers in two tomorrow. That's position
days over the Oakwood day. You still have a long
Country Club course. He has way to go."
two straight 65s for a 10Barr, after posting a 6-

under 64 for his 133, said, overhaul Curl,
considering
-It's going to be a dogfight. their perform
ances of late...,
Anything can happen. Just
Regalado has played so
about anybody can shoot a 64
and turn things around poorly he's revamping his
game with the help of former
here."
tour
regular Phil Rodgers...,
Regalado,also posting a 64
•
Friday, witnessed Curl's "I couldn't get the
ball
shotmaking first-hand for close to the hole. I'm tryi,pg
two rounds and said, "Three to get my iron shots
baCk,
shots will be tough to make hitting the ball higher.
My
up because Rod is playing so irons are coming back,
but
well, putting so well. I'll they're not really where
I
have to shoot 64 or 65 to catch want them yet," said
the 33up."
year-old veteran, who hasn't
Regalado and Barr seem won since his Quad Cities
unlikely prospects to victory three years ago.
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Transactions'N' Briefs
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The US. leads the series
By The Associated Press
linebacker, on the Physical- The agreement was an42-10, and appears certain to
BASKETBAIL
ly Unable To Perform list.
capture the 53rd installment
nounced after a meeting
PHOENIX SUNS — Signed
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS — Wednesday In Chicago inof the series this year with Clyde Dykema, guard, to a Announced that
Scott volving Jim Beam president
the three top-rated women multi-year contract.
Phillips, wide receiver, and Julian D. McShane, Gov.
players in the world. Great
Fred Anderson, defensive John Y. Brown Jr., Vance
FOOTBALL
Britain's
highest-rated
end, had agreed to terms. and other officials.
BALTIMORE COLTS —
player is Barter, ranked
Signed Kenny Easley, defen- "Needless to say,Pm very
Signed Donnell Thompson,
No.20.
sive back.
excited about it," Vance
In today's matches, No.1 defensive end.
TAMPA BAY BUC- said,adding that, in the past,
CINCINNATI BENGALS
Chris Evert Lloyd meets
CANEERS — Signed Hugh the purse was not large
Virginia Wade, ranked 25th, — Signed Benjie Pryor,tight Green,
linebacker; to a enough to attract top horses
and the U.S. doubles team of, end.
multi-year contract.
to the northern Kentucky
DALLAS
COWBO
Jaeger and Pam Shriver
YS —
HOCKE
Y
track.
Signed Derrie Nelson,
faces Hobbs and Jo Dune.
National Hockey League
The purse now is the same
lineback
er, to a multi-year
Jaeger, a 16-year-old from
DETROIT RED WINGS — offered for the Blue Grass
suburban Lincolnshire, M., contract.
Announced that the contract Stakes,leaving only the KenDENVER BRONCOS —
who is ranked third in the
of Gilles Gilbert, goaltender, tucky Derby as a more
world, had little trouble Signed Dave Griffin, offen- would
be renewed for the lucrative contest.
dispatching Hobbs, her 21- sive guard.
1981-82 season plus an option
The Spiral Stakes is run in
MINNES
OTA VIKINGS — year.
year-old opponent who is
the spring over a one-mile
ranked 44th. She dropped Signed Jarvis Redwine, runcourse,two weeks before the
just eight points in capturing ning back, to three one-year
HORSE RACING
Blue Grass and a
the first set in 22 minutes, contracts.
FLORENCE, Ky.(AP) — month before the 1 kinille
NEW YORK JETS — Placand needed less than 20
Jim Beam Distillery has tenminutes in the second, dur- ed Chris Godfrey, defensive tatively agreed to sponsor Derby.
FOOTBALL
ing which Hobbs won just 10 tackle, and Mike McKibbon, the Spiral Stakes at Latonla
MONTGOMERY, Ala.
Race Course, making the (AP) — Kenneth Connor, a
race a $154,8011-edded con- football player at Murray
test.
State University in KenIVow...add Laine
"It's safe to say that it's tucky, collapsed and died
probably the biggest, single while playing beaketball
to your
event that has ever happen- here with friends. He was 20.
wine list
ed to Latonia," David
Family members said the
fine wines from Lome
Vance, general manager of death Wednesday was either
Vineyard and Winery of Fulton
the track,said Friday.
from a heart attack or
Made M Kentudry by Kentuckians
The stakes purse was cerebral hemorrhage. The
for Kentuckians using traditional
methods. Choose Delta White(0
$50,010 last year. With the in- coroner's office said it was
semi-sweet type), Chablis. Suroindy
crease,the Spiral Stakes will from natural causes.
Viflord Mow or Villord No .
become a "major Derby
Funeral services are
prep" and should help scheduled here for Sunday.
Cheers!.
Latest* bii. arrt
•
-"Gonna`, a standout athlete
.11grqughbrells,Vora'
"
"fl Saint Jude's High School
Latoeds and Jim Beam O- In Montgomery, was a defenIsola S,Sea NY,Flissa.EY 431141
ficial,
have been discussing sive lineman for Murray
Calpm*473436Osanew
the possibility for about a State. He was to be a junior
kira IwoantMEN orslilporent
year.
this fall.
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We make house calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed,
Yon &el get many services these days, but
there's one that's still available. Convenient
home delivery of The Murray Ledger &
"[Imes,every day.
Give us a call now and we'll have The Murray
Ledger & Times delivered to you.
Like we said, it's guaranteed.If your Murray

Ledger & Times ever arrives wet or torn, or
doesn't arrive at all, call us between 5:304
PM. We'll send a car out with a fresh copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times to your door that
very evening.
Now's the time to arrange for our guaranteed
"house call" service. All it takes is a phone
call.

the
Murray
Ledger & Times
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MEMO OUTDOORS

Wildlife Poachers, Buyers Named
.
X
t
. RI/PEGGY ANDERSEN
tected by federal or local
Associated Press Writer
laws because they are listed
▪ WASHINGTON t AP) — as endangered or threatenPeople who traffic illegally ed, Bavin said.
in endangered snakes, The agents also handled
lizards and birds rnay have about 100,000 animals in
survived the bite, but they which trafficking is legal,
were felled by the sting — of Bavin said, noting, "We
Uncle Sam.
couldn't just ask for the ilAmong those netted: zoo legal ones.
keepers, law officers,
This was a *wholesale
bankers and morticians.
. Described as the "largest operation, not a pet store
and most successful" in- where people come in and
vestigation ever conducted buy things," he added.
At first, the agents put
y the Fish and Wildlife Seradvertisements in two
small
vice, the 18-month under'cover probe of poachers and nation,' magazines and
purchasers of protected
'wildlife identified 175 Jeny Ofeepa's
'Suspects in 35 states, officials said Thursday.
"The huge amount of illegal trade ... came as a surprise even to the agents involved," said G. Ray Arnett,
assistant Interior secretary
for fish, wildlife and parks.
It takes a true fisherman
-We now believe that hunair
dreds of thousands of these to leave the comfort of an
heat,
fight
the
conditioner,
-animals are taken each
humidity and insects, just so
year,"
can catch some fish.
he
The probe disclosed that
We
do have a large
thousands of reptiles, innumber of these guys and
cluding poisonous snakes,
gals around this year and I
are sent through the mail.
.f
or one am glad.
Masking tape is sometimes
It helps to know there are
used to muffle the rattles on
others
who enjoy the thrill of
rattlesnakes, officials said.
fighting a good fish, no matThe illegal markets not onthe conditions may
ly threaten the survival of ter what
Fishing is hard
some of the animals but also be.
frustrating work at times but
jeopardize public safety
believe it is worth it in the
I
because some of the reptiles
run.
long
are poisonous, Arnett said.
that we are suffering
Now
Among the reptiles are
wave, it is
'water moccasins, rat- from this heat
comfortable
to be on
more
tlesnakes or cottonmouths
early morning
lake
in
the
the
monsters.
and gila
evening hours, -bdt
But Clark Ravin of the and late
mean you will
doesn't
this
Fish and Wildlife Service
then.
fish
catch
more
said "Lantz Wildlife Expopulaminnow
The
shad
change, in suburban
tion is tremendous in
Doraville, Ga.
and about two weeks
• - Over the next year and a number
being perfect in
from
away
half, the agents bought and
body
size.
sold more than 10,000
I mean that the striped
snakes, lizards, turtles and
feeding on the surmigratory birds — live and bass are
"jumps," more
in
the
face,
stuffed — which are proeach day so get out there and

distributed a price list for
legal wildlife. Attached to
the list was a note indicating
that the "Atlanta Wildlife
Exchange" wanted to buy
native American species.
In time, Bavin said,"word
spread and we had more
business than we could handle" — much of it caught on
videotape.
Private collectors fuel the
black market, Bavin said,
and some of the animals apparently were purchased by
people who wanted to resell
them in Japan or Europe for
considerable profit.

Ming tine

Coonhunters National
Championship Oct. 23-24
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. —
There will be something new
at the Professional
Coonhunters Association National Championship, Oct.
23-24 at Land Between the
Lakes, Ky. For the first
ume, there will be a puppy
auction of high line coonpups
in conjunction with the National.
The auction will include
only registered pup from
members of the PCA
Breeders' Club, who are required to furnish a complete
history of pup parents and
their credentials in PCA tour
hunts.
More than 100 coonplips
have already been entered in
the auction and kennels offering dogs include those of
Dr. Robert F. Jacox, Ed-

wardsville, Ill.; Ford Minton, Brovmsburg, Ind.; Dale
Bolding, Martin, Tenn.; and
Ralph Ruetherford Jr.,
Franklin, Ill. The auction, at
Hillman Ferry Campground,
is expected to draw more
than 3,000 buyers and spectators.
The PCA National Championship will pit the top
coonhounds in America, in
tournament-style
hunts
where hounds are graded for
treeing, but raccoons are left
unharmed. Hunts will be the
nights of Oct. 23 and 24. The
public is invited to attend the
draw and actually follow the
dogs into the woods. Kentucky wildlife officers will
serve as guides for the hunt.
Contact: Buck Patton, 1543
Estate Dr., Memphis, TN
38101, 1-901-683-7443.

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

enjoy the chase.
The lake level is falling
again and this usually helps
to bring more fish out into
the main lake along the
creek channels and drop
offs.
If you do any trolling, you
should notice an increase in
your catch, for the number
of hours spent fishing.
Sauger have been taken on
minnows as well as artificial
lures this past week, along
with some big crappie.
Ellis Baker has brought in
some very fine stringers of
each this past week, but this
shouldn't surprise anyone
who knows him.

Waterfowl enthusiasts just
aren't logical people. They
will expend untold amounts
of money and effort to go sit
in a cold duck blind or goose
pit.
They
support
temperamental dogs, treat
favorite shotguns like
Berlin refused to name the
children, ignore or even
people involved, but he said
gloat over weather that
warrants were issued in
would give most people
California, Texas, Indiana,
pneumonia. All for the thrill
Louisiana,
Alabama,
of having birds pitch into
Georgia, Florida, New
decoys.
Somehow it doesn't
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Iladd up.
linois and Wisconsin.
And it's added up even less
in the past two seasons.
Western Kentucky's waterfowlers have fallen on hard
times, owing to dry, warm
winters, poor nesting conditions, poor food conditions,
etc. With only a few exceptions, shooting has been
lousy, and hunters have been
Ellis fishes hard and will singing the blues.
get his share when condi- But if Vernon Anderson
tions are too tough for a lot of has anything to do about it,
future winters will see more
folks.
Black bass are being taken Canada geese and mallards
around. Anderson is
on deep points, drop offs and hanging
the
First
District wildlife
main lake treetops early and
biologist
for
the Kentucky
late in the day. Plastic
worms are the best bet to Department of Fish and
use, because they can be Wildlife Resources, and his
fished in all types of water specialty is waterfowl
management. <Linder the
and depths.
direction,
Department's
Bluegill are along most
rocky banks three to four Anderson and other agency
feet deep and will rise to a personnel have embarkea on
popping bug, cricket or a a new program designed to
improve the region's attracsmall spinner.
Aiveness
to ducks and gesse.
Please go with caution, but
Waterfowlers should see a
go fishing!
direct benefit. Anderson
Happy Fishing
discussed the program
recently at a project site on
Barkley Lake.
"Basically we've got four
primary areas to work with:
Ballard County, the Two
Sisters Islands area on the
Ohio River, Barkley Lake
and
the Sauerheber Wildlife
the state's most popular
Management Area in
waterfowl areas.
Henderson County," AnderJoe Bruna, director of the
son
said. "Tom Young
wildlife division of the fish
manages
the Ballard unit,
department,
will
and wildlife
responsible
for Barkley
"I'm
discuss the status of the
River,
and Ben
and
the
Ohio
Mississippi Flyway goose
manages
Burnley
flock and how the Ballard
Sauerheber," he continued.
zone will be involved in
These three men have
this
management
of
future
been holding strategy sesflock.
sions, studying research
Bruna will also explain an
data and traveling to learn
experimental teal and wood
from
other states' waterfowl
duck season tentatively
management procedures.
this
for
scheduled
What they've learned and
September. This proposed
hope to implement should
season is now before the U.S.
produce better hunting as
Fish and Wildlife Service for
as the pending season.
early
final approval.
A unit-by-unit look at the
If time permits, Waterfowl
waterfowl program offers
Biologist Vernon Anderson
the
best overview of the prewill discuss management
sent
situation.
plans for several islands in
Ballard
County is the main
the Smithland Pool of the
Kentucky's waterOhio River. These islands jewel in
year
are under license to the fish fowl crown. Each
thousands of hunters try for
department
and
wildlife
and
will be managed for water- geese and ducks both on and
off the management area.
fowl.
"We urge all waterfowl Hunting success fluctuates
year,
hunters to attend this widely from year to
meeting," Bruna says. but the overall flock size has
"Hunter input is important if grown little in recent

Koetuchry's waterfowl program is oasoiNg shoed with saw funds, ogelpsoost mad
Id.... Biologist Bonne Adelman (steadies at loft) oversees work us Lake Barkloy's
"deck peed," a• heporteat part of tie Dew areaermeat offart.
(Pho.by W. Iletwes)

cohorts (flights) of geese into Ballard County-one in
mid-October and the other in
mid-December. The size of
the early cohort has remained stagnant for the past few
seasons, and we've depended on the bigger influx of
late geese to provide most
shooting.
"But now we've learned
that Wisconsin is holding and
shooting more of these late
geese than ever before,"
Anderson continued. "First
we've got to try to change
this situation, and this will
be done through the flyway
council in late July. But the
one thing that is directly in
our control is the size of that
early (October) cohort. Our
long hunting season has
never allowed this population to grow, and this needs
to be changed."
Anderson said that Illinois
in the past few years has
managed its flock to allow
for steady growth of the early cohort, and today this is
the reason for their excellent
gunning. "When we're getting anywhere from 4,00010,000 geese in October,
southern Illinois is getting
250,000," he stated.
The Fish and Wildlife
department is considering
certain proposals to allow
this early flock to build and
thus insure goose hunting's
future in Ballard County.
Among the proposals are a
season from Dec. 1-Jan. 20
and a termination of daily
shooting at 3 p.m.
throughout the Ballard zone.
These and other ideas will be
presented at a public hearing for waterfowl hunters
July 21 at Rosenthal Hall on
the Paducah Community
Campus. The meeting will
start at 6:30 p.m.
Barkley Lake was once an
waterfowling
important
SeaSOOS.
we are to draft waterfowl
area, but its bird population
know
"Now
we
think
we
regulations that are accepwhy this is so," Anderson and hunting pressure have
table to all hunters."
said. "We get two main fallen sharply in recent

4:1
11
0
4

IP

west side," Anderson said.
He added that two farmers
are cultivating the department's four islands
(Stewart, Two Sisters, Pryor
and Rondeau) on a
sharecrop plan. "Eventually
I think we might be able to
attract and hold up to 2,000
geese a,nd as many as 10,000
ducks in this area," the
biologist stated.
The fourth management
unit, the Sauerheber area in
Henderson County, is now attracting up to 50,000 geese
under the direction of Ben
Burnley. 'This area really
has potential, and I think
hunters here have a bright
future," Anderson said. A
public meeting similar to the
one in Paducah will be held
for Henderson County
hunters, and ideas for
management changes for
the goose flock will be
discussed. This meeting will
be July 17 at Henderson's
Community & Youth Center
in Atkinson Park. The
meeting convenes at 7:30
p.m.
So the west Kentucky
waterfowl picture is bright,
or at least brighter than it
has been. Vernon Anderson
summed it all up. "I'm optimistic that we'll have better hunting in the future if
the continental duck and
goose populations stay the
same or improve."
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years. Anderson and a Fish
and Wildlife crew hope to
reverse this situation by
renovating the "Duck Pond"
between the U.S. 68 bridge.
and the Tennessee state line.
"Our goal is to manage the
duck pond the way it was intended when it was built,"
Anderson said. This would
include annual drawdown,
planting and then refloating
of approximately 500 acres
within the levied area.
Construction on the duck
pond has started. The
original levy must be
repaired and built higher,
and the timetable on this
project stretches into next
summer. But Anderson has
the commitment and new
pumps and farming equipment to see it through to
completion.
"We're also planning on
aerial seeding around 200
acres of mudflats with wheat
this year to attract geese to
Barkley," the biologist added.
The completion of the
Smithland navigation pool
on the Ohio River gave the
Fish and Wildlife department another management
opportunity. "I've recommended to the (Fish and
Wildlife) commission that
we establish a refuge that includes Stewart Island (also
known as Birdsville Island)
and waters on the island's
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Phone 753-8322

Twenty-seven arrest warrants were issued Thursday
in 11 states and more are expected, said Kevin Berlin of
the Justice Department,
which assisted in the investigation. In addition, 45
search warrants were issued
in 16 states.

Public Forum Planned
For July 21 In Paducah
Frankfort, Ky. — Waterfowl hunters will have a
chance to discuss proposed
regulations for this fall's
duck and goose hunting with
officials from the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources at a public forum
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. July
21 in Paducah.
At the meeting in Rosenthal Hall of the Paducah
Community College, wildlife
biologists will offer a
preview of upcoming waterfowl hunting regulation proposals and will seek questions and comments from
the audience.
Hunters'comments will be
given careful consideration
in formulating final regulations for presentation to the
Fish and Wildlife Commission, according to Carl E.
Kays, commissioner of the
fish and wildlife department.
The nine-member commission approves all departmental regulations.
Among the regulations to
be discussed will be changes
in rules for the -Ballard
goose zone," the northwestern portion of Ballard
County that contains some of
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Fins & Feathers
Lake-By-Lake Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
— Black bass fishing has
shown the most improvement during the past few
days on Kentucky's lakes.
The rundown, as compiled
by fish and wildlife conservation officers:
Kentucky — Sauger fair
trolling deep runners along
ridges and bouncing minnows off bottom 12-15 feet
deep; white bass also being
taken by minnows off bottom; bluegill fair on worms,
crickets and flies along
banks; catfish fair in
tailwaters early and late;
sauger slow in tailwaters;
clear, stable at summer
pool,82 degrees.
Barkley — Bluegill fair on
topwater poppers and
crickets along banks; black
bass slow on artificial
nightcrawlers
and
crankbaits; white bass slow
in jumps; catfish good in
tailwaters on cutbaits;
clear, falling slowly, slightly
below summer pool, 82
degrees.
Barren — No activity
reported; clear, falling at 5
feet above summer pool, 86
degrees.
Nolin — Black bass slow at

night on spinner baits and
artificial nightcrawlers;
bluegill good on crickets
along bluff walls; clear to
murky to muddy in headwaters; stable at summer
pool,85 degrees.
Rough River — Crappie
slow over submerged cover;
bluegill slow along steep
banks; white bass slow in
jumps; clear, falling at onehalf foot above summer pool,
85 degrees.
Herrington — Black bass
good early and late and at
night on spinner baits and
artificial nightcrawlers;
bluegill fair drifting
crickets; clear to murky to
muddy, rising slowly at 3
feet above summer pool, 84
degrees.
Green River — Bluegill
good on worms, crickets or
flies; white bass and crappie
slow during the day; clear,
stable at summer pool, 84
degrees.
Cumberland — Black bass
good, both largemouth and
small mouth, on large spinner baits and doll fly-pork
rind combinations off steep
points of main lake and
largemouth only off steep
points of creek em-

Case Still Pending
In Missouri
Frankfort, Ky. — The
feeder which figured in a
charge that the chairman of
Kentucky's Fish and Wildlife
Commission, Jack T.
Brooks, was hunting wild
turkeys illegally in Missouri
last fall, is the property of
the state Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources but
was on loan to Freeman Collier, a Missouri resident, at
the time of the incident.
Fish and Wildlife Commissioner Carl E. Kays said today that an investigation by
his staff disclosed that Collier had borrowed the feeder
in the late spring of 1980
after George Wright, the
wildlife biologist in charge of
Kentucky's wild turkey
restoration project, suggested to Collier that he try
the battery-operated "electric eye" feeder before purchasing similar ones to use
on his land in Missouri where
it is a common legal practice
to feed turkeys except during the hunting season. The

feeder was used in Kehtucky's restocking program
and was stored at the
Ballard Wildlife Management Area which adjoins a
shooting preserve operated
by Charles Collier,
Freeman's brother, Kays
said.
"The scope of our investigation was confined to
determining whether the
feeder did indeed belong to
the department and, if so,
how it got to Missouri," Kays
said. "I'm satisfied now that
the only involvement by a
department employee was
Wright's lending the feeder
to Collier in what he considered to be a neighborly
gesture and that Chairman
Brooks was in no way involved in its having been taken to
Missouri."
Brooks has stated publicly
that he is innocent of the illegal hunting charge and
Kays said that since the case
is still pending in Missouri,
he could make no further
comment.

bayments; black bass fair at
night on large spinner baits
and artificial nightcrawlers
in upper lake; walleye fair to
good trolling deep runners
along flat shallow mud
banks; crappie fair 12-13 feet
deep around submerged tree
tops on minnows; trout excellent in tailwaters on
cheese and corn; clear, falling at 9 feet below the
timberline,87 degrees.
Dale Hollow — White bass
and crappie spotty at night
under lights along deep
banks over channels;
bluegill fair on worms,
crickets or flies along deep
banks in inlets and bays;
clear, falling slowly at 1 foot
above normal pool, 86
degrees.
Laurel — Trout good at
night off steep banks with
worms, cheese and corn;
bluegill fair in shallow
coves; clear, falling slowly
at 4 feet below power pool, 82
degrees.

WAUKEGAN, Illinois —
The Johnson° Workhorse 55,
one of three commercial outboards that Johnson will sell
in the United States this
year, is a manual start,
tiller-steered
outboard
designed expressly for
heavy-duty usage.
Johnson engineers have incorporated such rigged
features as a tough and easily cleaned fuel filter, a noncorroding water pump with
replaceable stainless steel
liners, and a one-piece gearcase with a powerful gear
ratio. It also .features
corrospion-protecting
primers, baked-on enamel, a
replaceable, sacrifical zinc
anode,and Johnson's special
Lyfanite coating.
The Workhorse 55 has an
easy-access control grouping, with front mount gearshift, a top mount starter,
front mount manual primer
and an extra-long, centermounted steering handle
with a built-in twist grip
throttle, stop button and idle
adjustment knob.
Loop-charging, another
feature that Johnson
pioneered over a decade ago,
is built into the 55's

WHY WAIT,

rot year bogs
sad 'limiter he shape? Contact Bab Strode, fernier
service amaisager of Mach & Mack, yew initherixed
Merciiry & MerCreiser Service Dealer.

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.
Located at ict U.S.68 & 80 at the west end of Aurora Ky
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Cave Run — Black bass
good on surface lures, spinartificial
ners and
and
nightcrawlers
crankbaits with.some limits
being taken; clear to murky
to muddy, falling at 5 feet
above summer pool, 82
degrees.
Buckhorn — White bass
and crappie fair at night
under lights; clear, stable at
11
/
2 feet below summer pool,
86 degrees.
Dewey — Bluegill slow on
worms and crickets; murky,
stable at summer pool, 84
degrees.
Fishtrap — Catfish fair on
drop lines and trot lines on
cutbait; crappie slow around
stickups; clear to murky,
stable at summer pool, 82
degrees.
Grayson — Crappie slow 8
feet deep; bluegill slow on
worms in inlets and bays;
clear to murky, stable at 2
feet above summer pool, 83
degrees.

El

Tbe Wormy less Club hoW a club kerewaseat, eat of
Barkky State Beck, Saterday, July 11.(top photo) Whosees were left I. right, first place Caries Mack with 10
peaads sevea nieces, Maid place Rkh McBee with 10
pease, third place Neigh Massey with seven pease woe
mince,feanh place Dale Spain with five peas& six wow
ces. (lift photo) Rkit McBee keli big bass hewers with
this five pound 13 *mace lealier.

powerhead. The system lets
a "looping" flow of fresh fuel
into the cylinder. This, in
turn, pushes the exhaust out
into the tuned exhaust
system which also develops
more power with no increase
in fuel consumption.
The Workhorse 55 has a
variety of eight SST
(stainless steel, Teflon
coated) and aluminum propellers available as optional
accessories.
It joins the Workhorse 40
and Workhorse 25 models in
the Johnson Commercial
outboard line for 1981.

IPbortes by Mary Berms

Seam Sealer
For Tents
Seam sealer for tents, duffle bags to hold sleeping bags
or clothing and two sizes of
tent bags are new accessory
items in the Canvas Products line by Coleman for
1981.
Coleman Seam Sealer will
provide extra assurance that
you have a weathertight
tent. The small plastic bottle
has an applicator tip to run
along seams inside the tent.
The liquid sealer fills in
around the stitching to seal
needle holes. It can also be
used on backpack seams,
tarps, raingear and even
boots.
Duffle bags to hold up to 4
lb. fill sleeping bags are
made of tough 200 denier
nylon oxford cloth. They are
16 by 14 inches with a double
slide zipper and carrying
handle and come in assorted
dark colors.
Tent bags are also made of
rugged 200 denier nylon ox-

•

ford cloth with double slide
zipper and carrying handles.
Model 8456-584 is the
medium size, 48 x 11 inches,
and holds all Coleman tents
except the three largest.
Model 8456-585 is 55 by 17 inches and made for Oasis,
Villa del Mar and Genesis
tents.
Other accessories in the
canvas products line include
a canopy to fit the Family
and Mid-Sized Classic tents,
and a Van Conversion Kit for
the Villa del Mar.
For more information,
contact The Coleman Company, Inc., 250 N. St. Francis, Wichita, Kansas 67201.
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New ENERGYGUIDE labels are now appearing
on major new home appliances at appliance
stores all across the country as a guide to help
you save money. The ENERGYGUIDE can show
you the estimated
annual operating cost of
new appliances so you
-7can compare different
makes and models for
energy-efficiency. The
more energy-efficient your
appliance, the cheaper it
will be to operate.
Plaange.etv.'von,
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Company's Video Games Aid
People With Communication
p.

•

By JOHN KENNEDY
Associated Pres. Writer
BEAVERTON, Ore. (AP)
- Larry Weiss and Evelyn
Mier make video games that
tlytther track Darth Varier
nor recreate the Indy 500. Instead, they enable people to
tell others that they want to
eat, drink and use a toilet.
Their clients cannot communicate. In most cases,
their intellects are highly
developed, but they are trapped in virtually useless
bodies. Many are bedridden
and can move only the tip of
a finger or twitch a leg muscle.

-

Because of their inability
to speak and write, Weiss
said, they are classified as
helpless and unthinking.
"That's the population we
serve. If you have a name for
it, I would appreciate it," he
told a reporter. "If you want
to pick out a name that's
used
commonly
vegetable."
Zygo Industries Inc., the
storefront operation Weiss
and Mrs. Slier run in this
Portland suburb, began in
1974 as a result of a search.
Weiss, Mrs. Slier and Arnold Frisch had all worked
for Tektronix Inc., a nearby
electronics company, but
had quit for various reasons
and were looking for an electronic device of their own to

market
On a visit to Fairview
Hospital and Training
Center, a state mental
hospital in Salem, they were
shown an experimental
device. It was little more
than a hunk of wood with
lights on it. Staffers were
trying to devise some way to
allow the speechless to
speak.
Weiss, 49, an electronics
engineering graduate from
City College of New York,
and Frisch, who has since
returned to Tektronix, took
the wood and the lights and
modified them into what has
become the bread-andbutter product of Zygo.
What they made was a
board with 16 lights and a
plastic overlay with pictures
of patients' basic needs. Patients were mechanically
hooked up to the board. MI
they needed to do was twitch
any workable muscle in their
bodies to trigger a lighted
command. The hospital
bought 20 of the devices.
"We couldn't for the life of
us understand why people
would buy them," Weiss
said. -Any high school
engineer could do it."
That's when Weiss took a
cross-country trip in his battered Volkwagen, seeking
clients in need of the simple
machines.
"What I found was astoun-

ding," he recalled. "There
was no one in this country
that was serving these people. We came back and
decided that's what our product line would be."
Zygo's first and bestselling device is called the
Model 16. It costs about $600,
and Zygo sells about 350 a
year.
The company now has a
similar device with 100lights
called the Model 100, which
can be hooked to a printer
that writes out the patient's
request. About 180 Model
100s are sold each year for
$1,200 each.
On both models,the plastic
overlays can be modified for
the individual patient to indicate what that particular
person's needs are likely to
be.
Zygo also sells a nonmechanical device for people who can move only their
eyes.
The small, clear screen
has commands on it and is
placed at the patient's eye
level: An attendant must be
present to note which request the patient is making
with the slightest eye
movements.
The company employs 35
people and has a distribution
system set up throughout the
United States and in Sweden.
Weiss is critical of what he
perceives as a social system

that &moil recognize his
clients' needs. Many of them
are on welfare, and can't afford the devices that open
new worlds.
Frequently, the machines
are bought with the earnings
of bake sales and benefits.
But Weiss said there is also a
dearth of trained professionals who even recognize
that their clients need to
communicate.
Mrs. Slier, 56, an electronics technician, said
Zygo's light boxes have
enabled some people to leave
state institutions. They have
also let friends and relatives
know that their afflicted loved ones are something more
than vegetables.
Weiss and Mrs. Slier
described one Zygo client, a
high school student in
Tacoma, Wash., who has
cerebral palsy and uses his
machine by triggering a
switch between his legs with
a leg muscle.
The boy has a display
printer with Model 100 whose
100 lights indicate functions
Well beyond eat and drink.
"He caenow do his own
homework," Mrs. Slier said.
"Even though he can't feed
himself, dress himself, he
can do his work.
"I get kind of emotional.
But you've got to be (emotional) to be involved in this
work."

Many Find Low Interest Loans
Available Through Insurance
By LOULSE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Millions of Americans
have found a way to borrow
money at low interest by taking advantage of the cash
value of their life insurance.
But the bargain-basement
rates may be on their way
out for future policyholders.
The insurance industry
has begun a campaign in
state legislatures to win
passage of measures allowing higher interest rates on
loans against new policies.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove :lot
received their home-delivered
copy of Ti. Mere like lee by
5 30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to coil 753-1,14 between 5-.31 p.m.
sal 1 p., Nein era. Fiii.t, w
3:31 ss.nd I p.a. Sellirdeys.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by i p.a. weekdays or4 pa. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Item ledger I Tim5 11.11.. Monday
er@ II p.a.
through Friday and I IA. is seek
Saturdays.

So far, according to Robert billion.
In April 1980, when credit
Waldron of the American
Council of Life Insurance, 10 controls were in effect and
states have okayed some loans were hard to get,
borrowed
type of boost in rates. policyholders
( Holders of existing policies almost $1.7 billion - about
triple what they had borroware not affected.)
"Whole life" insurance ed a year earlier.
policies - also known as a Outstanding loans totaled
"straight life" policies - $38.2 billion.
The borrowing has tapered
build up cash value through
the years. These policies cif, Waldron said, but it still
traditionally have included topped $1 billion this April.
provisions allowing the The total now outstanding
bolder to borrow against that against insurance policies is
cash value. Interest rates, $43.8 billion - about 9 perset years ago and usually cent of industry assets.
limited by law, are low - Waldron said the industry
generally ranging from 6 is not trying to discourage or
percent to 8 percent, but run- prevent people from borrowning as little as 4 percent in ing against their policies.
"It's a contract right," he
some cases.
As interest rates for other said. "There's nothing the
loans increased, consumers insurance industry can do
turned to their insurance (to a customer who wants to
policies when they wanted to borrow) except say, 'Yes,
borrow money. They also sir."
He said, however, that the
discovered that they could
borrow against their policies situation is "causing some
and reinvest the money-in re-evaluation of product and
high-yield certificates of marketing."
One result of the redeposit,for example.
is the campaign
evaluation
Waldron
In April 1979,
said,policyholders borrowed to allow increased interest
$600 million. The total rates on new policies. In
amount of outstanding loam general,the industry is seekagainst life insurance ing legislation that allows inpolicies was about $31.5 surance companies to set

COMPLETELY INSTALLED
NO EXTRA CHARGES
tataitot
1,9

• Guaranteed service
• Financing available
• No down payment

only 75
pools left

The Econo-MateT"
Exclusive Features:
• Huge 4 Top Rails
• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail
• Foundation
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalks
• Heavy gauge solid vinyi
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame"liner
construction
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TOLL FRIE
1-1100-457-2200
Local Calls
112-948-5121
'ILSEWHERE IN INDIANA
t.
t
";; CALL enLLIECT

!PEN 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS

MAIL COUPON•OR TELEPHONE
OLYMPIC POOLS
P.O. Ros 157, New Albany,Ind.47150
Without obligation. pleas* send a
representative with iniormcrtion on pools
DAYS f AFTERNOONS
EVENINGS
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE_
zmp
CITY
TEL PHONENO
smul..iiiisimp•abolissowsent
We service the states of Kentucky,Klouthern
illinois & Southern Indiana

Seasonal, Supply
Factor Aid With
Price Stability
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)Seasonal and supply factors
worked at cross purposes to
keep retail food prices virtually stable during July, according to Kentucky Farm
Bureau's monthly marketbasket survey.
Volunteer price checkers
found that a marketbasket of
40 selected food items cost
an even $58 this month, up
just a nickel from the June
average of $57.95 and 7.2 percent above July 1980's figure
of $54.11.
Retail prices were checked by Fang Bureau Women
canvassers in a total of 26
communities for this
month's survey. Morehead
checked in with the lowest
local marketbasket cost,
while Louisville was high for
the second month in a row.
The latest report on farm
prices seems to provide little
fuel for food-price run-ups in
the near future. Most farm
product prices moved
downward in thee latest
reporting period, said the
Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service.

Brown, Huddleston
To Host Fundraiser

• Aluminum Swing-up

and In-Pod Ladders
• Achianced over-the-wall
• Skimmer Cartncige
• Filtration Unit
Dimension- 16' x 31'• Swim Area-15' x 24' x 4'
4
- DIAL DIU=ITIMI THE l'ACTORT
ZLIMDIATZ SALESNIJUU commission

HOMEOWNERS ONLY
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY

rates either at 8 percent or at
an adjustable level tied to
the monthly average of the
yield on corporate bonds as
published by 'Moody's Investors Service Inc. Under
the adjustable alternative,
the allowable interest rate as
of last December would have
been 14.4 percent.
There are several factors
to consider if you are thinking of borrowing against
your policy. You must find
out how much cash value you
have accumulated. Different
policies build up value at different rates. You also should
remember that you lose
some protection when you
borrow. If the insured person
dies, the amount of the loan
must be repaid from the
death benefit.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)Gov. John Y.Brown Jr.,Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston
and Sen. Wendell Ford are
hosting "An Evening With
Pop"Saturday.
The event is the first in a
series of major fundraisers
for Democratic candidate
for Jefferson County Judge/Executive Jim "Pop"
Malone.
It will be held in the
Canterbury Room of the Executive IMP'
beginatno Ft01.411 APecial
reception beginning et 4:30
p.m. and including a rally
from7"30 to9:30p.m.

Legal Notice

Water And Sewer System Audit
February 5,1111
Honorable Mayor and Common Council
City of Murray
Murray,Kentucky
Gentlemen:
We have examined the balance sheet of the Murray
Water and Sewer System (municipally owned) Murray, Kentucky,as of December 31, 1980, and the related
statements of income and expense, retained earnings
and changes in financial position for the year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards and,accordingly, included such testa of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial
statements present fairly the financial position of the
Murray Water and Sewer System at December 31, 1980
and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
Richardson,Trevatturn & Howe
Certified Public Accountants

BALANCE SHEET
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM,
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
DECEMBER 31, 1188
ASSETS
Property,Plant and Equipment
$7,478,787
Water and sewer plants
296,820
Land and land rights
30,849
Buildings
578,610
Waste water plant costs
8,374,866
2,942,970
Less: Allowance for depredation
$5,431,896
Total Property,Plant and Equipment
Special Funds
189
Bond and interest redemption
185,000
Bond and interest reserve fund
30,000
Renewal and replacementfund
Capital addition by refund
285
agreementfund
691,200
Murray Water and Sewer coast.fund
Kentucky Pollution Abatement
10,000
Authority reserve fund
260
Waste water plant fund
71,920
Meter deposit fund
968,854
Total Special Funds
24,675
Cash For General Use
Receivables
Accountsreceivable,less allowance for
84,618
uncollectible accounts
1,050
Waste water plant costa
86,668
Total Receivables
81,759
Material and Supplies
10,069
Prepaid Insurance
Deferred Charges
•
35,207
Bond discount
1,767
Bond fund escrow account
Escrow account-Kentucky Pollution
18,292
Abatement Authority
Loan acquisition cods-Kentucky Pollution
nAss
Abatement Authority
77,554
Total Deferred Charges
16,700,475
TOTAL ASSETS

BALANCE SHEET
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM,
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
DECEMBER 31, 11118
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
Capital
Federal grant in aid of
$1,671,848
construction
Other contributions in aid of
477,536
construction
2,093,132
Retained earnings
$4,242,516
Total Capital
Long Term Debt
1,497,000
Bonds outstanding
580,039
Capital additions by refund agreement
Note payable-Kentucky Pollution
223,370
Abatement Authority
2,300,409
Total Long Term Debt
Current Liabilities
48,412
Accounts payable
20,477
Accrued interest-long term debt
13,222
Accrued interest-consumer deposits
66,155
Consumer deposits
753
Sales tax payable
1,244
School tax payable
Payroll taxes and amounts withheld from
7,337
employee compensation
157,550
Total Current Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ....$6,700,475

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM,
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, OM
Operating Income
$601,014
Water revenue
354,455
Sewer revenue
12,670
Water and sewer tap-on fees
7,366
Customer's forfeited discounts
1975,505
Total Operating Income
Operating Expenses
Water:
1101,042
Water power and purification
Transmission and distribution maintenance . . 12,873
94,886
Salaries, wages and employee benefits
14,870
Equip. repairs,supplies and misc
1,082
Telephone and other utilities
8,808
Transportation
Professional services,dues and subscriptkol• • • • 8.579
340,050
Total Water Expenses
Sewer:
39,077
Sewer power and treatment.
1,137
Sewer lines maint. and repairs
127,8111
Salaries, wages and employee benefits
17,081
Equipment rep.,supplies and mist
Telephone and other utilities
4.5112
6,975
'Transportation
Professional services,dues and subscriptions... 1,301
214,842
Total Sewer Expenses
380,900
General and Administrative....
845792
Total Operating Expenses •
139,713
Net Operating Income.
113,463Other beam
313,176
) Total Net Operating and Other Income
104,503
Other Dednetians
NET INCOME
1308.383

• go. gpmror•••••••,,
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Lepl Notice

Natural Gas System Audit
June 18, 1981
Honorable Mayor and Common Council
City of Murray
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Gentlemen:
We have examined the balance sheet of the Murray
Natural Gas System (municipally owned), Murray,
Kentucky at April 30, 1981 and the related statements
of income and expense, retained earnings and change
In financial position for the fiscal year then ended. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included
such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial
statements present fairly the financial position of the
Murray Natural Gas System (municipally owned) at
April 30, 1981, and the results of Its operations and
change in financial position for the fiscal year then
ended,in conformity with general accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
Richardson,Trevathan & Howe
Certified Public Accountants
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BALANCE SHEET
MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
APRIL 30,1111
ASSETS
Property,Plant and Equipment
'12,004,891
Gas plant in service
161,368
Buildings
58,905
Land and land rights
2,125,164
853,653
Less: Allowance for depreciation
Total Property,Plant and Equipment
$1,371,511
Special Funds
1,718
Bond Intend and Redemption Fund-cash
Bond Interest and Redemption
152,000
Reserve Fund-investments
6,491
Meter Deposit Fund-cash
60,002
Meter Deposit Fund-investments
320,211
Total Special Funds
352,814
Cash for General Use
212,657
Accounts Receivable-Customers
11,097
Accounts Receivable-Other
Inventories
591,713
Gas well reserve
35,315
Materials and supplies
627,028
Total Inventories
15,578
Prepaid Insurance
.•
$2,810,896
TOTAL ASSETS
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BALANCE SHEET
MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
APRIL 31,1161
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
Long Term Debt
$293,000
Revenue bonds payable
Note payable-bank(due in equal monthly
payments of $1,277,including interest,
6 773
at the rate o($% per annum)
Gas well note payable(due in equal monthly
payments of $13,409,including interest,
294,045
at the rate of 8.875% per annum)
Equipment note payable(due in equal monthly
,
payments of $537,including interest, at
8,432
the rate of 7.75% per tuinum)
$602,250
Total Long Term Debt
Current Liabilities
119,894
Accounts payable
59,465
Customer deposits
4,147
Sales tax payable
5,688
County utility tax payable
Payroll taxes withheld from employee
5,495
compensation
1,544
Employee retirement withheld
44
Employee insurance withheld
4,854
Accrued interest on customer deposits
3,125
Accrued interest on gas well note
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13,000
Note payable-bank-current portion
128,544
Gas well note payable-current portion
5,300
Equipment note payable-current portion
351,100
Total Current Liabthties
Capital
58,761
Other contributions in aid of construction
1,798,785
Retained earnings
1,857,546
Total Capital
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ....$2,810,896
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
MURRAY NATURAL GASSYSTEM,
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
•
FISCAL YEAR EMED APRIL 31,1181
Operating Income
649,331
Residential sales
784,110
Commercial sales
745,733
Industrial sales
9,047
Customers'forfeited discounts
1,312
Hardin revenue
7,440
Miscellaneous revenue
2,197,873
Total Operating Income
Operating Expenses
1,610,072
Gas purchased
44,799
System operation and maintenance
19,954
Transportation expense
18,822
Salaries-accounting and collecting
55,812
Salaries-general office
115,062
Salaries-other
11,306
Social security expense
7,990
Employee retirement expense
.16,498
Insurance-general
26,718
Insurance-injuries and damages
74,573
Provision for depredation
9 433
Utilities
' 13475
General office and misc. expense
2,404
Engineering and consulting fees
3,887
Uncollectible accounts
2,012
Special services and auditing
2,906
Laundry,cleaning and supplies
2,036,245
Total Operating Expenses
161,628
Net Operating Income
Other Income
52,142
Interest income on investments
633
Grills,lights and miscellaneous
52,755
Total Other Income
214,403
Net Operating and Other Income ,
Other Expenses
42,381
Interest on gas well note
15,106'
Interest on revenue bonds
2,767
Interest on bank note
1,162
Interest on equipment note
2,756
Interest on customer deposits
64,152
Total Other Expenses
NET INCOME
$100.251
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DAYTIME
KIR BABES
11 10 16 eOunDS

MYSTERIOUS NEIGHBOR — Dorothy Norris plays

Mrs. Cavour, the mysterious neighbor who tells the
children of `The Mummy Market' in the Murray
Calloway County Community Theatre production of
the same name. The play continues tonight at 8 and
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the old freight depot in the Murray.
Calloway County Park.

Entries, Winners For
Local Fair Are Released
Paschall, third, Chris Paschall, fourth, Jamie Paschall, fifth, Steve
Tidwell, sixth, Rick Murdock, Jeremy
Murray-Calloway County Chapman, Wesley Warren, Larry
Larry Hale, Danny Paschall.
Jaycee Fair have been Warren,
Barley, best Mast — David Potts,
released as follows:
first, Chuck Adams, second, John
Mark Potts, third, Jeremy Chapman.
AGRONOMY
Fourth, Don Wilson, fifth, Anna Hale,
Divisim A
Best II ears of yellow eons — Mike sixth.
Onestecker, best *Et — Ronnie
Miller, first and second, Mich
Jackson, third, Donna Jackson, Mar- Wilson, first and second, Kim Hale,
third, Michelle Hale, fourth, Jason
vin Lassiter.
Best 3 stalks of corn, any variety — Chapman,fifth, Steve Tidwell.
Flyings — David Potts, first, John
Ronnie Jackson,first, Jamie Paschall,
M. Potts,second,Chuck Adams,third.
second, Mitch Jackson, third, Rick
4
1
Lap John M. Potts, first, David
Murdock,fourth, Danny Paschall, f Adams,third.
4h, Larry Hale, Larry Flood, and Mike Potts,second,Chuck
Leaf — John M. Potts, first, Chuck
Miller.
Best 3 stalks of ppm= — Mitch Adams,second, David Potts, third.
Tip, leaf lg Inches or under — Chuck
Jackson, first, Ronnie Jackson, seAdams, first, John Mark Potts, aecond, MarvirelAissiter, third.
Best quart wheat — Mitch Jackson, corid, David Potts. third.
Heavy brows leaf — Larry Warren.
first, Marvin Lassiter, second, Ronnie
first, Wesley Warren,second.
Jackson, third,and Mike Miller.
Heavy dark leaf — Teddy Potts,
Best quart *MSS — Danny Paschall,
first, Mitch Jackson, second, Marvin first, Shenrood Potts, second and
third.
Lassiter, third.
Tido brows leaf — Teddy Potts,
Best I galls. fescue seed — Larry
first, Sherwood Potts, second and
Hale,first.
Larry
third,Steve Tidwell,fourth.
Best gallon Umstity seed —
Heavy brown leaf — David Potts,
Hale, first, Mitch Jackson, second,
Marvin
third,
first, Scott Adams,second, John Mark
Ronnie Jackson.
Potts,third.
Lassiter.
Heavy red leaf — John Mark Potts,
Best I stalks of say variety of soybeam — Steve Tidwell, first. Larry first, David Potts, second, Scott
Flood, second, Danny Paschall, third. Adams, third, Sherwood Potts, fourth
and fifth, and Teddy Potts,sixth.
Jamie Paschall.fourth.
Mtn brown leaf — John Mark Potts,
Best block of alfalfa — Sherwood
Potts, first and second, Teddy Potts, first, Scott Adams, second, Sherwood
Potts, third and fifth, Teddy Potts,
third.
Beat block of mixed bay i grass of fourth, David Potts,sixth.
Best basket of genies vegetables —
legume/ — Danny Paschall,first.
Dark fired, best pleat — Jimmy Dina Darnell, first, Stacey Murdock,
Wilson, first and second. Billy second, Opal Paschall,third.
Best plate of 3Irish potatoes — Steve
Tidwell, first, Bill Hurt, second, Dell
Frazier,third.
Rest plate of white Irish patois —
Marvin Lassiter, first, Anna Hale, second. Mitch Jackson, third, Donna
Jackson, fourth, Bill Hurt, fifth, Barbara Frank, Billy Rex Paschall, Chris
Paschall, Dell Frazier,Steve Tidwell.
Best plate of 3 Manatees — Oina
first, Scott Adams, second,
SAN ANTONIO, Texas Darnell,
Lucille Potts, third, Judy Stahler, Opal
Force
Air
An
—
(AP)
Paschall, Susan Potts, Herman
Bill Hurt, John
veteran from Ashland, Ky., Darnell, Dell Frazier,
Mark Potts, David Potts.
for
award
has received an
Best plate of 3 red Gallas — W. A.
developing an aircraft sup- Elkins,first, Herman Darnell,second,
Hurt,third.
port system that is projected Bill
Best plate of 3 white maims — Bill
over
Force
Air
the
to save
Hurt, first and third, Dell Frazier, second,Barbara Frank.
$75 million.
Best plate al 3sweet peppers — Judy
Air Force Secretary Verne Stabler, first, Donna Jackson, second,
Orr came to Randolph Air David Potts, third, Lucille Potts,
Potts.
Force Base on Thursday to Susan
Best plate of 3 bat peppers — David
present the Dudley C. Sharp Potts, first, Treva Hurt, second, John
Jackson,
Award to Senior Master Sgt. Mark Potts, third, Mitch
Donna Jackson, Steve Tidwell, BarBack.
Charles D.
bara Frank.
Best piste of 3 binam peppers —
The award, named for a
John Mark Potts, first, Opal Paschall,
former Air Force Secretary, second,
Barbara Frank, third, Viva
cited Back for developing, Ellis.
Best plate of 3 yellow squash — Dell
testing and programming a
Frazier, first, Viva Ellis, second,
supaircraft
ed
new centraliz
Tonya Elkins, third, Opal Paschall,
port system for T-38s that is fourth, Lucille Potts, fifth, Steve
projected to save the Air Tidwell.
Best plate of 3 vacchial squash —
Training Command at least Opal Paschall,first.
Best piste of lima beans, unshelled
$75 million during its 25-year
4$ pods — Bill Hurt, first and third,
life cycle.
Steve Tidwell,second.
eimeirreimemeBest plate of green beans, unshelled,
biota, 48 pods — Viva Ellis, first. 11111
Hurt,second and third.
Best plate of psis beam, unshelled,
pole, 48 pods — Tempest Paschall,
first. Bill Hurt,second.
Best plate of peas, my varietY. =shelled, 43 pods — Bill Hurt, first and
Scotland
England
second, Barbara Frank,third..
Best 3 ears of sweet coca — David
Wales Ireland
Potts, first, John Mark Potts,second,
Oina Darnell, third, Bill Hurt.
Best plate of 3 bunches of carrots,
lour in Match tops on — Dell Frazier,
under the spiritual direction ol
first
Father Emmett
Best plate of 3 apples, any variety Herman Darnell, first, Barbara
Frank,second. Trunum Turner. third,
Mom istorsationsi Traveler.
Vila Turner, Lucille Potts, Susan
Potts, Dina Darnell; Dell Frazier.
Best plate of 3 peaches, my variety
— David Potts,first, John Mart Potts,
second, Scott Adams, third, Rick Murdock, Dell Frazier.
Bost Pale of 3 pears, any variety —
Dina Darnell, first, Herman Darnell,
second and third.
Best plate of ornsmeatal cam —
Tempest Paschall, first, Dina Daniell,
second.
Best display of ornamestal gourds
Tempest Paschall
Most mutual gourds — Oina
Darnell. first, Herman Daniell. second.
Best plate of 3 encumbers, pickling
London Salisbury Bath
Billy Rex Paschall. first, Chris
Stretford Sheffield York
Edinburgh Windermer•
Paschall, second, Steve lldwell, third,
Dublin Cork
Bill Hurt,fourth
Killarney Moher Sh•nnon
Best plate of 3 cannier',slkiag —
INCLUSIVE TOUR BY
Jeremy Chapman, first, Chris
BRITISH AIRWAYS • Paschall,second, Bill Hurt. third, Del/
Frazier, Billy Rer Paschall.
Send this coupon today int *out
Best bead cabbage - Treys Hurt,
,n-bv-day itinerary Firm hu e
Bill Hurt, second, Oina Darnell,
Emmen 0 7001.11an 0•C (phone—I first,
1311
third, Mikteliiiiiier, Herman Darnell.
feersd risen niscuus
2071)
I iii Odlounon Shoal
Dell Frazier, Barbara Frank.
Hickman. Itenniety 4/0•0
Best egg plant — Judy Stabler, first
Dear F Arne.
and second
to
PreaSe Send yOk
Best S pods okra — Opal Paschall,
first, Dell Frazier, second, Sultan
I KIR.
Addreel
Potts, third, Lucille Potts, Barbara
743
1 CS..
Fronk.

2.8

Entries and winners in the
various divisions of the

Ashland Air Force
Veteran Receives
Development Award

Unlit 2

Limit 2 Pkgs.
Need No Pins

Pkg. of 30
Our 3.47

Our Reg.
11.77

•

• Disposable Daytime Pampers

20-gal. Refuse Container

Soft absorbent. For babies 11 to 16
pounds. Kind to baby's skin.
2.88
Pkg.of 24 Extra Absorbent

Durable 'Roughneck' plastic from
Rubbermaid', Avocado. Save now.

HEAVY DUTY
HE/WV
011• V

mem
ON 47.1 (ci4111P
sosa,01.-4"a

e4,
Our Reg.68C Ea.

2 99c
is 61110
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For
9-volt H.D. Battery
Heavy-duty, all purpose. Made in U.S.A.

Our Reg. 1.88
°2-pack
99
'C'Or `D' Batteries
Alkaline. For toys,
games, radios. Save

DEVII.OP and Kiln
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CiatrA7L
I e9u
P
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Sale Price
Bundle Of 3 Dish- 22-oz.• Vlaslc
.Pickles
cloths
Delicious sweet butter pickles
Beautiful kitchen from Vlasic
. Save now.
patterns 100% cotton •Net wt

17.44

voicongi
First let ot

onctudwillom

42-Inch-dlameter •
Steel Patio Table
Heavy-gauge steel
in smooth enamel
finish.

s•cond

Smokey Joe®

-

The perfect go anywhere
kettle grill. 142/2" with
removable legs for easy
storing. Black porcelain
finish inside and out.

Easy to Assemble
Not Exactly As Shown

Summer Clearance

English-lrish
Holiday

25% OFF 25% OFF

Two Glorious Weeks
You'll Never Forget!

ZACHMAN

U.S.C.O.
APPrOVed
Sporting
SoId in Deo,
Goods

9.47
Our Reg.

All remaining lawn All remaining grills in
chairs &lawn àhãiiIS stock. Shop now while
now in stock. Selec- the selection is good.
tion varies between Selection varies betExtinguisher
ween stores
es.
stor
electrical

6.97

it•ChaffrIObi• NM

and
Fot gas home or boot
fires in theDont
=coning Goods

Unless Advertised

I

)py AVAILABLE

I_ •

1111111611

•
t

•

•
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Pope Recovering
It was the most optimistic
1. Lep! Notice
1. Legal Notice
medical bulletin on the
pope's condition since WIN
hospitalized after being shot
in a May 13 assassination atof Troosportatioo
tempt in St. Peter's Square.
The pontiff is ill with a
In accordance with US 176.161,
to
similar
virus
's noxious weed
Law, the Department al Triesportation
destroy noxious
mononucleosis. The pope,
weeds on state-owned debt of way at the request of the aci)otny owner.
hospitalized for three weeks
Ir=us weeds named in the taw are Johnson grass, giant
The
after he was shot in the abfasten, Canada thiaties, eadding thistles, and multiffora rose
Persona who own property adjacent to date right of way and
domen and hand,.re-entered
who are involved In eradication efforts on their property can
the hospital June 20 suffersubmit a written application to the highway district office In
their area Applications and addresses of tech district office
ing from pleurisy, an inflamwill be located at state highway maintenance garages
mation of the membrane
FINE FOOD SERVICE - Personnel at Murray State University's Winslow Cafeteria
surrounding the lungs. DocwereGonored recently by a visiting group in recognition of their excellence in food
tors then diagnosed the viral
2. Notice
Presenting the award, a trophy, were Jac* and Shirley DeVenney,operators
service.
infection.
1.
Legal
Notice
each
campus
Murray
of the Heart of Dixie band Front Camp, which is held on the
The pope still has to
As of 18 July 1981
summer and headquartered at Wetumpka, Ala. More than 150 high school twirlers,
undergo a second operation
Dorsey 1 Frank, will no
to reverse the intestinal
drum majors and members of dance, drill, flag and rifle corps attended this year's
longer be responsible for
bypass made • during
camp, held two weeks ago. Shown with their trophy, left to right, are: Vernon Lax, a
any debts other than my
emergency surgery after he food service unit manager, Murray; Dorothy MAler, Faxon; Linda Black, Coldwater;
own
was shot. Tresalti refused to
Debbie Newsome, Mayfield Route 5; Martha Belcher, Murray; and Wanda Garland,
2. Notice
comment on reports that the
Pottertown.
Charlie Brown Play School.
second operation, originally
1617 W. Ohre. Daily, $5.50
scheduled for early July, is
or
hourly. $1.00. Call
now
expected in early
753-7359.
September.
Mehrnett All Agca; a convicted Turkish terrorrist
charged with shooting the
RABBIT
pope and two American
The five states said they
By LORETTA NOFF'Sscheduled to begin Monday.
SPECIAL
women also wounded in the INGER
1111PRIMIND
would
require
that
five
flyDeulunejian's spokesman,
'THIS WEEK
attack, goes on trial in Rome
Associated Press Writer
first Mies LWOW
Tony Cirnarusti, said the detection traps per square
A large and varied
Monday.
LOS GATOS, Calif. (AP) state would seek a tem- mile be in place for 30 days
Prints
assortm•nt
of
- Calling its own measures
Cal 4111-2132
porary restraining order before they will certify the
cameras. Poloroid, Infruit.
MediterraBut Clark Biggs of the
to contain the
from the nation's highest
stamatic etc. Starting
California Farm Bureau,
nean fruit fly adequate, the
court Tuesday.
at WU
state says it will ask the U.S.
Four other states have an- said "we don't have five
GOLD Et
We hove moved to the Old
Supreme Court to block five
nounced less stringent traps per square mile. That
SILVER
Wallis Grocery Bolding
Southern states from impos- measures against California means, basically, they are
SHOP
PAWN
new
our
see
and
by
Come
•
4Themeet.
Acnosis
requiring fumigation."
ing a strict quarantine on
produce.
Amines sa Frlday•Pemba
locatton
leitmotivs
Olympic
600
Confusion over the quaranCalifornia produce.
5 European
6 Mmsd
Cimarusti said the
Shopping C.enter
CCM BCC CUOU
I Carter S?udio
Seca
anditMe
has disrupted markets
of
tine
Department
U.S.
The
Open S a.m.to 11 p.m.
Southern
states'
is
ban
ilOCOE
COM
COL]
6 Welcomed
ttliebreelta
f5.187913
300 Main
753-7113
COCO COU COM
Agriculture also said it legal because the federal for California produce, even
7 Faros
Mer
COMM MCOOCO
Markend
Aidund
not
those
by
attempt
any
affected
the
challenge
would
government
has
jurisdiction
OCC WOO
M Frame wade 6 Arabian
by states to impose quaran- under the Plant Quarantine quarantine, said Susan Hess
UNCICCE CCOOWC
gement
15 Eagle..i me
COQ
VOL
of the USDA.
lAillwm Mint II Mks IgWey
tines more stringent than the Act and the Plant Pest Act.
SIPICIAL
10 epldled
UCCUUL WIXOM
16 Consume
VOW AD
one it levied on three flys.•• elf.ay
hormi
M FaMm
CCU COL
enters Oaf Meer
CLASSIRCATIONS
11 Fold
n allow
infested counties in the SanUUCCON MAMBO
n A comimm 13 True
DOOM COO COCO
osmoses with eery
Listed here is a ready reference
Valley.
Clara
ta
11 MOM
M Famsd
COM CLIC UMW
Nils ed.
quickly help you locate
will
that
Califorfor
spokesman
A
19
prongs
Fork
27 WedlingOon,
CCM COO MOO
the classification you are looking
21 Norden
nia Attorney General George
for
srpom mien 24 ChM story
Voremon's
Deukmejian said Friday
m ammo
20 Curtain
month
1. Legal Notice
36 Beginner
Western
n nm onom 29 Shore birds 37 Den
46 Wttnered
that the state decided to go to
2. Notice
31 Filchers
34 Nolinsels
39 Alpe old age 51 Transgress
Thanks
of
Card
.3.
Store
court after the five states
35 Mame alatoly- 33 lible
40 Trareactions 53 Party goodie
4. In Memory
35 Mantel
dommW
541 WWI: Pref.
43 Cuts
said they would ban all
Olympic Plaza
Found
and
Lost
65..
41 flosts note
Mew
50 Nogales
41 Mars*
Open 9 o.m. to 9 p.m.
California produce unless it
Help
42 AsemeM
753-7113
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- a strike, which would be ilmom
had been fumigated or cer9. Situation Wanted
44.91100Wa Ms
10. Bus Opportunity
Postal workers in the legal, will occur if
from
come
having
as
tified
45 MR mm
11. Instructions
47 TvArla
an area not infested by the Louisville area, like those negotiators fail to reach an
Thanks
12. Insurance
49 Meyer
elsewhere, have received agreement by the Monday
medfly.
Trade
or
Sale
For
13.
411•10
Words cannot express our
notices with their latest deadline.
By Friday, officials said
14. Want To Buy
NI Assistant
sincere thanks to everyone,
52 Ulla]vsith
Articles For Sate they had completed half of paychecks warning them---1P6Stal °frit-Fa-TS
especially, our wonderful
imer
Home Furnishings
their initial aerial assault on against striking when their _unable to predict how much
M
friends and neighbors,- for
7. vacuuni Cleaners
6.
1
meals
miclnight
at
expires
contract
the fruit fly. Five more
a national strike might af18. Sewing Machines
all the kindness and
56 M Mon
helicopters took off early to- Monday.
fect deliveries in the
19. Farm Equipment
mad/
sympathy shown to us
the
informed
The notices
57 Pubaelme
.20. Snorts Equipment
day to spray the pesticide
Louisville area. Some firms
during the recent death of
N Tremens.
21. Monuments
malathion over parts of U.S. Postal Service's 1,900 said they would see that
husband, father and
our
Nun
22. Musical
Saratoga,. Cupertino, Camp- workers in the Louisville their customers still get
61011ndisn mid*
grandfather. Ryan Graham.
Exterminating
23.
MYAM
area that strikers would
bell and Los Gatos.
their bank statements and
Our thanks for the delicious
24. Miscellaneous
1 GM*
25. Business Services
food, the beautiful flowers,
2 Soft note
bills.
The quarantine by Texas, forfeit their jobs.
Clmek letter
26. TV-Radio
National union leaders
cards, visits • but most of
"We have some capability
South Carolina, Mississippi,
27. Mobile Home Sales
whether
say
to
declined
have
all the prayers. Special
superour
Mahan-4 and Florida is
to continue with
Rents
Home
Mob
26.
thanks to Dr. Jackson and
visory empleyees," Kenneth
29. Heating-Cooling
eveLyone at the Murraypostmaster,
Louisville
Lynn,
30. Business Rental
TH5 BUTTERFLY LANDED
YOUR NOSE TURNED
Calloway Hospital, the
Rent
To
Want
31.
would
"There
Friday.
said
ON MY NO5E, 5EE,
INTO AN ANGEL?
32. Apts For Rent
Mercy Ambulax..elhe J. H.
be some reduced levels of
ANC) THEN IT TURNED
33. Rooms for Rent
Funeral Home for
Churchill
to
hard
very
it's
but
service,
INTO AN ANGEL...
34. Houses For Rent
making things easier.
anticipate what action would
35. Farms For Rent
Bro. Larry Solomon, Bro.
i Rent
L.ves
6.. For
17ws
3
be taken or to say what the
Randolph Allen and the
situation would be."
Pets-Supplies
beautiful music and Gus
Lynn said that because
39. Poultry-Supplies
Robertson for the wondervarious postal workers are
40. Produce
ful service. May God Bless
41. Public Sale
covered by four different
each and everyone of you is
42. Home Loans
unions, it is difficult to
our prayer.
43. Real Estate
#
,
VZ
YOU SOLD ME A
predict how far a strike
SO
The family of Ryan Graham.
44. Lots For Sale
might cut into the post ofFAKE
45. Farms For Sale
WHAT?--NA NCY---THAT
5. Lost & Found
46. Homes For Sale
fice's work force.
DIAMOND
DOLLAR YOU
Motorcycles
47.
Lost Brown billfold belongFirst-class mail would
GAVE ME
48. Auto Services
ing to Frank Julian, in
ofpost
the
if
priority
receive
STER
DAY
4/E
49. Used Cars
vicinity of Murray High
fice's 200 supervisors had to
50. Used Trucks
1A/AS
tennis courts: Call 762Lynn noted that
over.
take
51. Campers
COUNTERFEIT
6831
52. Boats and Motors
the postmaster general has

By SAMUEL KOO
Associated Press Writer
ROME API - Pope John
Paul 11 is recovering
satisfactorily from a viral infection and may be discharged from a Rome hospital
next week, his doctors said
today.
'The clinical picture and
laboratory tests show that
the viral disease of the Holy
Wither is in the stage of
significant regression," a
medical bulletin said.
Dr. Emilio Tresalti, chief
medical officer at the
Gemelli Hospital, told
reporters that John Paul,61,
has had no fever for the past
few days.
"This is a very good sign
and we hope that it will remain so," Tresalti said.
"The Holy Father eats normally and is in excellent
mood."
He said the pope is spending several hours a day attending to official business,
reading and signing
documents and receiving
visitors.
The pontiff may be
discharged Thursday, the
doctor said.

LEGAL NOME
wonky %ream

6. Help Wanted
Need office Nurse Send
resume
Murray

Health
hour. 5
days. 8 to 5. Action
Personnel. 753-6532.

Telephone Sales,
Industry. $3.00 per

9. Situation Wanted
Bookkeeping Services Of753-8274. '

fered. Call

Congenial
beautiful
ing

Will keep children in the
morning who attend East
Elementary afternoon Kindergarten. Will transport to
Kindergarten. Excellent
references. Phone 7535033.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
Would like lob housecleaning. Dependable and
honest. Have references.
759-1255.

10. Business
Opportunity

3. Card of

$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. for
information, send self
addressed, stamped enveloped to Bob, Seward
Rd., Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.

11. Instructions
Guitar lessons at home. Call
at
Anisa
Mahfoud
753-3686

12. Insurance
suRA co.
JIM FAIN
AGENT

4d:

ITH So. 4*.P.
Ilwonty, y 42171
7S34432
Pa
' am HUI MAPS
UPI,HEALTH,HOME

11101

not

handling of letters by private
-

carriers during a strike.
he doesn't
Lynn said

1•05 JOGGING WAS A
GOOD IDEA

believe a strike will occur. If
wildcat job actions do arise,
he

probably

they

thinks

concentrated in
larger cities and not affect
mail service in Louisville.
would

be

That's what happened the
last two times that postal
workers ended up without a

Sal. country
store with
quarters.
lying
a Pod
ss. Days 753$42, nights 7531401.

new contract as the expiration hour approached, Lynn
said.
made

Some firms have

for

plans

contingency

a

strike or slowdown.

V,MAT'S TWIS V i CALL IT
"COOKIE'S ENDLUMPY GREEN
OF-THE-WEEK
STUFF WITH
SURPRISE"
SLACK SPECKS
IN IT

Banks

probably

would

deliver customers' monthly
statements to branch offices
for customers to pick up if

Get Your

HONEY BEAR
It
CLAYTONS
(screws free his It)

mail service were curtailed
seriously, said spokesmen
for

the

14. Want To Buy
Want tq buy good used
combine, John Deere or
International. 4400 range
Call 435-4429.

15. Articles For Sale
15.3 Cubic ft. frost free
freezer. Also. 8 h.p. riding
mower. 753-2676.

6. Help Wanted

er

Electric mobile sign. 4x6
ft., 2 boxes of letters.
flashing arrow. 5 months
old. excellent condition,
$150. Call 759-1465.

WANTED: Experienced
Groomer with own equipment. Sharon's House of
Pets. Call 753-8619
between 8.30am-6 00pm,
after 8pm call 759-1673.
HOMEMAKERSPI Earn extra cash' Work your own
hours. MERRI-MAC needs
several dealers in your area
to offer our line of toys,
gifts and home decor items
on the party plan High
No investcommission
ment. delivering or collecting Car and phone needed.
Call toll free 1-800-5539077 or write MERRI-MAC.
801 Jackson St.. Dubuque.
Iowa 52001.
Part time medical office
Must
assistant needed
have excellent typing skills.
Send resume to P.0 Box
1040-1), Murray, KY

For sale. large tame plums.
Also. sweet corn, cooking
apples. 753-4725. Floyd
McKenzie.
Large fireproof safe for sale
$275 753-0778
Oregon chain saw chains.
3/8- pitch. For 16- bar.
$7 99. or 20- bar. $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Restaurant equipment for
sale Call 753-3913
Tomato luicer. Victorian
200. NO peeling. coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes. $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
14 Carrat diamond ring, by
sealed bids to "Trustees of
Memorial Baptist Church."
Bids to open • August I.
1981. Call 753-3182 for
appointment to see ring.
We reserve rights to reiect
any and all bids

major. Louisville

banks.
Utility companies might
use their own employees to
deliver monthly bills, according to spokesmen for. the
Louisville

Water

Co. and

Louisville Gas& Electric Co.
The utilities also would expect more customers to use
have

"pay stations" they
opened

at

drugstores

places
and

like

branch

banks.
"We

would

probably

publish the names and addresses of pay stations,"

said Calvin Anderson,
spokesman for LG&E. It has
more than 100 outside pay
stations

PUBLIC AUCTION
The Calloway County Boord of Education will
offer five (5) used school buses at public auction
on July 25, 1981, at 10:00 a.m. on the Calloway

16. Horne
Furnishings

High School campus. The following is o
brief description of the buses to be sold:

County

(3)

Three

1969

Model

International

60

International

60

Couch, in good condition.
Frigedaire washer/dryer. 2
matching lamps, one end
table, one coffee table.
Christmas decorations. Call
753-1338.

passenger
One

(1)

1971

Model

passenger
One (I) 1472 Model International 54
passenger
A time may be arranged to inspect the bus's
prior to IN. 61,10,hs,contors4.5jilay Higgins
Calloway County School System's Bus Garage on
Highway 121, or phoning 753-5661.

[or sale: 6 piece living room
suite, Wooden frame with
reversible cushions: Call
days, 753-6654, after 5:30.
•

•

lady will share
home with worklady. Private room,

bath. and entrance. Must
have references. Call 1539606. .
Wanted. Signs to paint:
reasonable rates. For more
information, call 437-4983.

Postal Workers Get
Warning Notices About
Possible Strike

53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

1040-E,

*Hisao silkily, enperneced preferred.
3.35 p.rhiwpis
bows. Also 10 people
needed fa lipkt C.O.D.
goinery, mist hose
deposdable car aW
awl appoaraace. Apply
at Holiday Ina, boa
160, Friday hos 10
IA. to 4 p.m. No ikon
calb piuse.

Quarantine Block Sought

said he would temporarily
waive the laws that restrict

Box

10 People needed

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

_

to

753-1701..

BE
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16. Home Furnishings 24. Miscellaneous
Orange-gold floral couch
and matching chair, table
and 4 chairs, matching bar
with 2 bar stools, also,
matching service tray.
Beautiful condition. Call
489-2775.

18. Sewing
Machines
Like new Singer sewing
beautiful
machine
mahogany desk top cabinet
Call 753-4589

19. Farm
Equipment
Red Belly Ford tractor. Call
759-1187 after 5 p.m.
Red Belly Ford tractor, good
condition. Uses no oil,
$1400. Call 436-2261.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

1

three ton General Electric
air conditioner Six years
old and in good condition
Days, call 753-4751, nights
753-1809

26. TV-Radio
For Sale: Color TV Antenna,
Radio Shack brand, 1 yr
old, complete. VHF & UHF
lead-in wires and guide
wires. 20,ft pole. $55 or
otter. Call 753-7812, keep
trying.
For Sale, General Electric
black and white TV console.
Phone 753-4537.
Sansui stereo receiver R-30,
Sharp stereo cassette deck
RT-I0, 5-band stereo
frequency equalizer, Realistic APM 200 peak audio
power meter, set of Hitachi
3100 speakers and stand.
753-9880.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale

12x60 Three Bdrm. trailer,
with a nice 40x30 2 base
shop with air compressor.
Also, storage building on a
very large lot. Less than 3
miles from Murray. 4928304 or 753-3008.
22. Musical
1978 12x65' Hutchinson
Aria classical guitar, in mobile home. All electric
case. Excellent condition. with central heat, furnished
Call Jackie Stubblefield, or unfurnished. 498-8585.
753-5762.
For sale, 12x50 2 bdrm.
For sale, Signet trombone mobile home. Call 753with carring case., Call 8300.
753-8695.
Gerden Energy house
trailer, 14x70'. Stove,
refrigerator, carpet, 3 ton
SMUT
central air unit. Owner is
1 moving; shown by appointMUSIC
ment only. $10,500: 43'7NM
LATEST
IALL Till
AS MU. AS GOLDEN 4965.
28. Mobile Homes
OLDIES.
Open daily MI 7400
For Rent
p.m.
12x 60 2 Bdrm. New
CLAYTIONS
furniture, new carpet, a.c.,
natural gas, cable vision.
753-7575
May be seen at Shady Oaks.
2 and 3 Bedroom Trailers,
Moody's Mobile Home Park.
23. Exterminating
Each $160 per month. Call
753-8411.
Completely furnished 2
bdrm. mobile home 21
/
2
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Double wide 24x60, 3
bdrm., 2 bath, spacious
living and dining area. Gas
appliances. New Concord
area. 436-2676.
Nice 2 Bedroom mobile
24. Miscellaneous home, furnished, air10 ft. Hussmon freezer, conditioned, . small. Well
open with full mirror in kept court. Adult or single.
back. Nice, runs perfect. $95.00 month. 753-8216
after 4.
$400. 436-2506.
2. Antique Oak showcases. Three bedroom trailer,
Full glass, sliding doors, nicely firnished; front
good condition. $500. porch, place for chickens
and hogs. $60 a month.
436-2506.
East of Almo. 753-6791.
Ascending parachute, includes 200' tow rope and Two bedroom trailer near
harness. Pull behind boat, Murray, no pets. Call
car. $400 or best offer. 12' 489-2611.
Fiberglass sailboat, $350. 29. Heating-Cooling
14' Glastron ski boat; 85
h.p. Evinrude low profile Air conditioner. 8000 BTU.
boat,
nice, $1500. 2 pars old, Sears. Call
Kawasaki 900 motorcycle 753-1261.
Z-1, extra nice. Zennith We repair and clean
video cassette recorder, air-conditioners. We also
includes 8 X-movies. Days, buy used air-conditioners.
753-0153, nights, 753- Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
3222.
31. Want To Rent
Camera, Nikon FM. Brand TO RENT. Nice country
new, zoom lens and access. home close to town.
included. 759-4945.
753-2437.
Firewood, $25 a rick. 32. Apts. For Rent
Delivered. Call 436-2744.
2 Bdrm. Apt. for rent;
For sale: 5 h.p. air range, oven, refrigerator,
compressor. 753-1904. Dill dishwasher, disposer,
Electric.
washer and dryer hookup;
Four wooden columns, 7 ft. air, carpet, no pets. One
WI. Call 753-8378.
year lease and $225.00
"Let's go fishing!" Red deposit required; $225 per
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh month. Phone 753-2622 or
from bed to box. Free cane 753-3865.
poles. Rex's Worm Farm, 2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or
Rt. 6, Box 325 (Iran Cobb unfurn. New carpet. Adults,
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071. no pets. Lease and deposit
Phone 436-5894.
required. Call 753-9208 at.
Three Victor automatic 4 p.m
calculators, 9 key, roll 2 Bedroom Duplex, 900
print. 753-4953, 759-4005. Bagwell Ext. Call 753-8411.

piocEss

EQUIPMENT
IIIIIDERS, INC.

DESIGNER/DRAFTSMAN
5-3 years *oedema I fahriented
steel/presentatlen drawings preferred.
Students need net apply
Resume'required
healsnt joy end beseflts
PRO
• ' P.O. On 7506,
Vedsenh,RT(001 sr cel
-5112/554-06011

32. APti. For Rent

38. PetsSuoPlies

2 Bedroom duplex, central
heat/air, in Northwood
Subdivision. $250 month
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
Furnished, extra nice large
3 room apartment near
hospital. University couple
or graduate student
preferred. Heat, water
furnished No pets. children. Private, quiet. 7531299 or 753-3913.

For sale, Bassett Hounds.
Call 527-1015.

Furnished Apartments, efficiency, one or two
bedrooms. Also, sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments. S. 16th, 753-6609.
Garage apartment for rent.
Water furnished, yard
mowed. 753-5733.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray.7534109, or 436-2844
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Low utilities.
Call 753-3949.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, with private
bath and entrance. $125.
Call 753-8294.
Two Bdrm. duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Dishwasher, stove, refrig,
disposal. Very energy efficient. $250 month. Available Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742
or 305-792-5565.
Two bedroom apartments.in
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished. washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent, 16 block off
campus, with kitchen.
753-5292.

34. Houses For Rent
2 Bdrm. house on 11th St.,
$140 per month. Call
753-2864 or 763-6293.
2 Bedroom unfurnished
house, $185 a month plus
deposit. Call 753-3293.
2 Bedroom house on 12th
$200 a month. Call
753-8146 or 753-2437.
3 Bdrm house near KY
Lake, completely furbished.
Includes washer/dryer.
$200, deposit required.
753-8964 after 5.
3 Bedroom brick home with
large stock barn. $250 per
month, available now. Call
436-2166.
3 Bedroom brick house,
fireplace, redwood deck,
and dishwasher. Lynnwood
Estates. $250 per month.
Call
or
753-1222
1-405-321-8901.
Comfortable house conveniently located to campus
and downtown. Available
soon for year lease. Call
753-0908 after 5 p.m.
Lake view home in woods.
Stove, refrigerator, d/w,
cental air/heat, wood stove,
w/d hookup. 2 br., 2 bath,
extra tam. room, large
garage/work
area.
$250/mo. Available immed. 436-2451, owner.

36. For Rent Or
For Lease
Warehouse
Swage Spate
he Rent
741"
7
For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
apartments. Central heat/air, carpets. Man and wife.
or lady teacher. Call
492-8850, or 753-8067.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Dachshund puppy.
$75. 498-8397.
AKC Pomeranians, 6 wk old
puppies. Excellent blood
lines, beautiful color. Stud
service- Pomeranians,
Yorkshires, Shih-tzu, and
Schnauzers. 901-247-5194.
Dog obedience classes are
fun for,you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 4362858.
For Sale: (Fawn) Great Dane
pups, 8 weeks old. 3288079. 3 pups left.
For sale, AKC Wire-Haired
Terrier, female, 4 months
All shots. $150 Call
753-9501.
Regisierod
P5.111
Pendia mg. UV*,
, *derails.
4154. Cel 4364257.
ARC

40. Produce
Apples-cooking and drying,
white Heath peaches Call
489-2467 to reserve order
Peaches, $10 bushel
436-5427
Sweet corn Also, for sale,
I2x44' mobile home,
$4500. Will finance. Call
753-8848 before 9 p.m
Sweet corn. You pick-.75 a
dozen. Picked-$1.25. Call
435-4489.
Sweet corn for sale
753-6835. or 753-6479

41. Public Sale
FOUR PARTY YARD SALE:
Friday and Saturday, 17th
and 18th, 8 til 5. Clothes,
shoes, small appliances,
misc. household items. 423
S. 9th.

open
Hemmed In? The
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kit.
chen, dining area, and liring room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
vbaths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 753
by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
-.

r.

Mom=
losorooto &
Root Itloto
UMW& Court Sq.
Murray,Kootocky
753-4451
AV

'
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REAL ESTATE
753-8080
-ProfiesmionalServices

With The Friendly Touch"

FIVE BEDROOM
HOME
Located on a tree
shaded lot near the
old city park. This
remodeled
older
home offers comfortable, economical
family
living.
Fireplace in the living room,formal dining room,central gas
heat, and full basement are a few of the
features of this
roomy home. Offered
through Kopperud
Realty,753-1222.

BETTER BUY!!
Good location - close
to.
shopping.
Remodeled 11
/
2 story
rick home with big
comfortable rooms 2 large bedrooms
down, 2 bedrooms
up. Located in Hazel
on a 75 x 140 lot, nice
variety of fruit trees
and garden area.
Very affordable at
just $29,900. Take action - call today!!

7531222
YESTERDAY'S
CHARM WITH TODAY'S CONVENIENCES
A lovely well-kept
older home on a corner lot. House has 3
bedrooms, formal
dining room,sun porch, 2 baths and a full
basement. Large living room with
fireplace and gas
logs. Modern kitchen. All this plus a
nice two bedroom
garage apartment on
the back of the lot for
potential income to
help fight inflation.
Mid $60's. Phone 7531222, Kopperud RealtyPRICE JUST
REDUCED
Charming cottage on
a quiet street. House
has new wiring and a
new gas furnance in
the past five years.
Owner is moving out
of town and would
like and offer. Mid
I 's. Phone 753-1222,
opperud Realty for
Real Service in Real
te.
Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
ernoy this country setting
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included convenient location between Mufield and
Murray. Take a look today:
Offer by CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors 7531492

733-51114

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

753-1222 A

mines FOR LIVIOG

BARGAINS
Lake front cottage.
Four rooms and bath.
Located on morn lake,
deep water.
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport and garage
located 10 miles
west, with or without
ocreoge. Make Offer.

•

Homes FOR LIVIRIG

Appraisals - Candling - MaNagenast
sad Salm
RON TALENT
REALTOR
70•1104

OWNER FINANCED AND
ASSUMABLE LOAN. Now
you can afford to buy at a
low interest rate this 3
bedroom brick house on
lovely lot Save on utilities
with insulation to TVA standards. Priced low to sell
quickly Call Spann Realty
Assoctates. 753-7724

-

43. Real Estate..

OUR PRIDE,YOUR
JOY
Home and 75 acres
Just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
with new insert with
blower, several outbuildings, and 65
acrebof very productive land. Owner
financing available
to qualified buyer.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home Team
for all the information. 753-1222.

43. Real Estate

ROLLING ACRES
SUB-DIV.
Nice 2 bedroom
mobile home, some
furniture, almost
new air conditioning
unit, new plumbing,
ew porch and
nderpenning.
ted near East
. School on 174
lot. Reduced to
,900.00.

LIVE OFF THE LAND No. 330 - 62 ACRES WL
Property has half acre paid
stocked with fish, chain-link
fencing for horses and dogs.
Climate reportedly allows 2
crops per year. Timber on 10
acres, balance tillable. Well
and lake provide water.
Fencing. Young 3-story
Mansard styled home
features 8 rooms, 3
bedrooms, l-45 baths, kitchen, 15:24 living room,
electric heat, window air
conditioner, fireplace, carport,24x63 porch,basement,
carpeting, insulation.
Range, dishwasher and
refrigerator May. Has 55gallon water heater.
Beautiful view. Excellent
barns (20:72 and 32:50),
good tobacco barn. On paved county road, 5 miles to
town; service routes by.
1123,000.

Strout Realty

101 1. KENNON,Poke.
11112 C(Althea*. Rd
Merrae , 11enbatie 4 2071

Call 7534I30(anytime)

What are you going to do
tomorrow? How about letting us show you a picture
pretty double wide mobile
home. located off 121
South, approximately 10
miles from Murray. A .gently
slopping yard that is shaded to perfection. A
beautiful setting for this 3
bedroom home. Has
dishwasher, washer/dryer
hookup, and its own outside storage. Priced at
$17,750. It's worth your
time to look at. Call Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.

753-1222
HOMeS FOR LIVIFIG

JUST COMPLETED
• ready for a new
Three
owner.
bedrooms, great
oom, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and two
car garage. Located
in new development
to
adjacent
Gatesborough. Immediate possession
and priced in the
Ks.Phone 753-1222,
Kkperud Realty,for
all the information.
HOP,SKIP &JUMP
To the shopping
areas from this very
convenient location.
This is a very special
3 bedroom, 1t,2 bath
home with extra
large closets. New
arpet in living room
and hall and new
vinyl in kitchen. A
very well built home.
Owner is leaving
town, make an offer.
Price reduced to
$43,500: Contact K
perud Realty in
House
White
.
,711

44. Lots For Sale
Corner lot, Kingswood
Subdivision, 100x150 ft..
Call 382-2762.
Lake Barkley 2 nice level
lakeview lots in Barkley
Shores. $2500 each. Contract sale available at 12%
over 3 years. Call 1-9245506.
Lots for sale in Old Almo,
has septic tank and well
$2550 Call 527-1630
Two acres on Irvin Cobb Rd.
753-0840.
171
/
2 acre farm, good for
smaltlivestock, 3 bedroom
home, 1200 sq. ft.;
outbuildings, good well,
small tobacco base. Reduced to sell at $22,500.
753-2418.
62 Acres located North of
Kirksey on County Line Rd.
Call 489-2425.

46. Homes For Sale

47. Motorcycles

kIT
AVM PARTS
S15 S.4111iSt.
Raney.liadesiy

Bottorloo, tiros,
wind ewers, auto
ossomories. 24 kw
fowl*. Also mow
plots Nee of used
soN porb. ,
753-.35011

49. Used Cars
New, 1981 Pontiac T-1000,
$5250.00
PURDOM
OLDSAIOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406 IV. Mobs
753-5315
1976 Mercury Monarch
Ghia. mint condition
Loaded with options, automatic windows and seats
leather -seats, FM stereo,
extra interior and exterior
trim $2895 Call Bill
Kopperud at 753-1222
1977 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Brougham; loaded, 44.000
miles. extra clean, good
mileage Call 753-8764
after 5 p.m.
1978 Omni. 38 m p.g . 1
owner, excellent condition
$3400 753-7276

For sale by owner, six room
brick house. 2 bedrooms,
garage. on corner lot,
18x187' In quiet residential neighborhood.
Walking distance to shopping center. Call 753-1276.
Furnished 4 room house for
sale, with front porch; 5
acres of ground-4 of these
in woods, good timber.
$10,000. Small amount
down, monthly payments.
East of Almo. 753-6791
2 Bedroom home, newly
R SALE
remodeled
New stove. 1974 Pontiac Bonrefrigerator, new gas, heaeyille,
70,000
ter. Low teens. Call
aes. Good for par753-0861.
. $575 or best of6 Room frame house near
r. Call 753-3058
hospital. Priced to sell,
fore 9 a.m.
753-2354.
•
Brick home. 3 bdrm., on 3 1973 Buick, extra clean
large lots. 30x40 garage Fox Meadows Trailer
Court,
Located 6 ms West of C-3 /53-0031
Murray on 94. Call 435-1975 Cordova, a/c,
4490.
AM/FM, elec. seats. Call
Brick house in Coldwater. 753-4530.
„
C-A".-1-.satn, 2 bath,
room and den, 2 car garage. 1975 Triumph .Spitfire.
on large lot. $49,900 Call Noce condition $2700.
753-8425
753 2493 or 489-2145

trI
-711- •

By Owner 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combinabon, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.
By crwner 2 Bedroom,
Alum
Alum. siding, alum. S.S.
basement workshop, new
wood burning stove. pffis
electric heat. Low taxes on
1 acre 6 miles from lake.
Walking distance of P.O..
stores, and churches.
Priced in mid teens. Call
436-2992.
House for sale, South 9th. 2
Bdrms., with carport,
20x24' shop Priced in the
20's. 753-0906
New large 4 bedroom
home planned for convenient family living All
extras, very nice! Call
753-3903
Nice 2 bedroom small
house. Has new well and
pump, air-conditioning.
refrigerator, stove. Nice lot.
quiet neighborhood. 4
miles West. $16,600.
$1000 down, balance $165
a month, 111
/
2%. Call
489-2595.
Sale or Lease 5 bedroom
house near University.
$23,500 Call days 7533571, nights 753-2515

1475 Honda 750 cc 4
cylinder. Call 753-7442.
1976 Honda 550, 4 cyl.,
electric
start, turn signals,
1½
lot,
Building
crash bar, sissy bar, manual
OCTSS. Reduced for
cruise control. Excellent
quick sole. Owner
condition. $1250. Call
leovinsj town.
759-1465.
Urea Waldrop
1978, XS 400 Yamaha,low
Real Estate
mileage, extra nice. Call
Sods Jets
after
4 p.m., 753-4548.
Geist
759-1717
1980 Yamaha 400 special
Call 753-4682 Ask for
Rent-Lease with option to Jerry. •
buy or will consider trade.
Located in Croppie Hollow. For sale: 1973 500 Honda 4
a 2 bedroom, 1 bath cylinder. Good condite.
lakefront cabin. Is well $1000. Call 753-9957 after
built and just waiting for 5 PM.
someone to move in. Has For sale. 63 Harley Davidpatio connected to house, son, extra sharp. Lots of
also patio by water for chromeware. 1000 miles on
those summer cookouts. complete overhaul. HardOne added attraction is a tail. Call 753-4143 after 6
large garage with fireplace p.m $3500
for cool evenings and a 48. Auto. Services
large work area. Also has its
own half bath. Your own IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE.
private dock comes with Datsun, VW, Honda, Fiat.
house. This property is truly Capri, Toyota, Buick, Audi.
suited to the carefree sum- Mazda, Chevy Lux. Motors.
mer life. Call Spann Realty transmissions. Repair and
save. 474-2325.
Associates, 753-7724.

45. Farms For Sale
40"7,

46. Homes For Sale

--"'"Immollimmenammasnianomalanwours
.
'
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1978 Pinto, white with red
pinstripes, AM-FM 8-track,
nevelfres. Call 753-7981
One of those deals. 1975
Charger power steering,
power brakes air conditioned, $1,300
Call
753-3716.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Whirlpool.
Kenmore.
Westinghouse. Experienced
independent service Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,roofing, and concrete All'
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
Concrete and block, brick
work. Basements, driveways, storm cellars. porches. 20 years experience
753-5476.
Dale Spenser's portable
sand blasting and painting
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626

50. Used Trucks
1972 C1 5 Jeep 6 cyl 3
speed transmission, block
out hubs Very low mileage
901-642-6353, Paris,TN
1978 Ford Van, air, cruise,
tilt, perfect to customize
753-4953, 759-4005

51. Campers

Apache pop-up. 1973 Also,
1969 Lii Colonel 15 ft.
camper 1967 Camache, 17
ft with air-conditione and
commode 1 mile North of
Hazel on 641. or call
Fence sales at Sears now.
492-8866
Call Sears. 753-2310 for
52. Boats and
free estimate for your
Boat Motors needs
15 ft. Runabout boat motor For that new look on your
and trailer. Excellent condi- furniture, autos, vans.
boats, and campers,, please
tion. Call 753-7214
call Wayside Upholstery. We
16' 1977 Monarch bass appreciate your business.
boat. 90 h.p. engine, like Call 753-5361 or 753-6488
new. See at Garland's Used
Cars. 510 S. 4th. 753-4641. Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
1978 Manaray 21' jet boat. per your specifications. Calf
436-5356.
Sears 753-2310 for free
23' all aluminum pontoon, estimate
Riviera Cruiser. 50 hp Heating, refrigeration, and
Evinrude motor, exc. shape. electrical repair
Bob's
436-5364.
Service,
Refrigeration
Fishing boat' motor and Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
trolling motor. $290. Call 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.'
436-2261.
Hedge,
Lawn Service
53. Services Offered prune, tree Free estimate
AAA CUSTOM MADE Call 436-2997.
CABINETS. bookcases, Johnson's Electric. Commusic centers, etc. mercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
Reasonable. 436-2566.
repairing. 7!3-7203.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim Carpet Cleaning. Clean,
Aluminum trim for brick odor free carpet; looks
houses Jack Glover, 753- better and lasts longer.
Don't settle for surface
1873
cleaning. Insist on steam,.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR. cleaning and get all the
15 years experience carpendirt. Call Jeff's Carpet'
try, concrete, plumbing, Cleaning.
Experienced, reroofing, siding, things
around the home. Free liable. 753-9826.
estimates! No job too small. Need work on your trees"
Call days 474-2359, 474- Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
2276 evenings.
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536
Professional Painting and
Paper Hanging by the hour
or job.'free Estimates, 25
' yrs. experience. All wok
guaranteed_ Call- 759-1305
after 5 p.m.
K & K Stump Removal. Do Warning! Don't read this
you need stumps removed unless you're in need of
from your yard or land roofing, carpentry. or eleccleared of stumps? We can trical work. New or repair.
remove stumps up to 24" All guaranteed. Call Joe.
below the ground, leaving 753-9226 for free estimate.
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob Wet basement' We make
dry. work
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob wet basements
Call
guarenteed.
completely
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
or write Morgan ConstrucMITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
tion Co.. Route 2. Box
Commercial and residen- 409A, Paducah. KY 42001.
tial Also patching, sealing, or call day or night.
and striping For estimates 1-442-7026.
call 753-1537
Will alter women's clothes.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Call 753-9316
underpinning, roof's sealed,
haul driveway white
patio awnings. and house Will
rock
and
Ag lime. also have
type roofs for mobile
brown or white
type
of
any
homes. 753-1873, Jack
gravel. Also do backhot
pea
Glover,
work. Call Roger Hudson,.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- 753-4545 or 753-6763.
stalling tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing Will sharpen hand saws and
doors and windows Also skill saws. 753-4656.
build porches and patios Yard Mowing Most city lots
Free $6 00 Also weeding Call.
Call 753-6973
estimates! No lob too 753-3058 before 9 a m
759-1675 after 2 p m
small!
Best lawn mowing ever?
Aluminum Service Co..
City lots $5 75. trimmed
753-3058 before 9 a.m
aluminum and vinyli
siding. custom trim
56. Free Column
work. References Call
Three kittens to be given
Will Ed Bailey. 753Dexter. KY
away
0689
437-4546

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Conemseetty Confer)

SpeciaRzing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment
HOUSE FOR RENT
Three bedroom brick, two batbs, formal living
'and dining rooms. Den with fireplace. Central
heat and air. Double poroge with outbuildings.
House has over 2600 sq. ft., is in excellent condition and location. 'Long term lease Available
August 15th.

•

Call Strailjtoolty
75341116
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Tommy Wilson
Dies Thursday
In Memphis

•

•

Tommy Wilson, 8, died
Thursday at 10 p.m. at St.
Jude's Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. Born June 17, 1973, he
was the son of Wade Wilson
and Shirley Wright Wilson,
who survive.
The young boy is survived
by his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson, and one brother,
Stephen Craig Wilson, Hardin Route 1; grandparents —
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilson,
Murray Route 3, Mr. and
Mrs. Hester Wright, Hardin
Route 1, and Mr. and Mrs.
Andy Wilkins, Benton Route
5.
Funeral services will be
held Monday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home,Benton, with the Rev.
Otis Jones and the Rev.
Omar Jenkins officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Ferguson Springs Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
Saturday.

Ruth Overcast
Dies Today At
Nursing Home
Mrs. Ruth Overcast, 75,
died at 2:30 a.m. today at
Westview Nursing Home.
Mrs. Overcast, who was
born March 15, 1906, is survived by one daughter, Mrs.
J. C. Russell, Murray; four
sons,Sam and Charles Overcast, Hazel, Joe Hal Overcast, Cation, Ill., and John
Lee Overcast, Seattle; two
sisters, Mrs. Frances Erwin
and Mrs. Lottie Bowden,
both of Murray; two
brothers, Halton and Mason
Wilson, both of Hazel; 15
grandchildren; and 14 greatgrandchildren.
Arrangements are incomplete at the Millet
Funeral Home in Hazel.

Various churches in the
area have announced
meetings, events, and services at the churches.
-—
FIRST UNITED
METHODIST
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., will speak on
-Hang In There!" with
scripture from I Mess. 3:113 at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
July 19, at the First United
Methodist Church.
Kiven Ellerbusch will play
a piano solo,"When I Survey
the Wondrous Cross," at
both services. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem,"Jesus! Name of Wondrous Love," at the later secvice.
Church School will be at
9:45a.m.
The Family Day Camp
will be held Wednesday, July
72,from 4 to 8 p.m. at Camp
Energy in the Land Between
the Lakes. The vans will
leave the church at 3 p.m.
—
FIRST CHRISTIAN
The Rev. Dr. David C.
Roos will speak on "Prayer
VI: Why Do Prayers Go
Unanswered?" with scripture from Isaiah 55:6-11 at
the 10:45 a.m. service on
Sunday, July 19, at the First
Christian ChUrch (Disciples
of Christ).
Margaret Boone will
direct the choir as they sing
"Hear My Words" with Maxine Clark as organist.
Assisting in the services
will he Brent Boston, Dan
McKeel, Bailey Gore, Gene
Landon, Fred Wells, Jack
Gibbs, Betty Gore, George
Landolt, Ann McKeel, Mr.
and Mrs Walt Apperson,
Mrs. Joe Rigsby, and Max
Miller.
The flowers on the communion table will be in memory
of Michele Amberly Holton
by her family.
Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1978 Pontiac L.J.
Block, block vinyl roof, gold cloth interior, bucket
soots, power windows, power brakes, power steering,
ow condition, power locks, tilt wheel, AM-FM-two,
wire wheels. 17xxx miles.
$5977

Dwain Taylor thevrekt Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
GM filtiALITY
SET/Vta PARTS

GINIRAL MOTO'S

opt
1111111111
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Indictment
Two Slayings
Surprises Williams'Attorney

II ''
m01101111 i

ST. LEO'S
CATHOLIC
The Rev. Charles Wolford
will be celetrant for the
masses at 6:30 p.m. today
and at 8 and 11 a.m.and 4:30
p.m. on Sunday, July 19, at
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
The pastor, the Rev. Martin Mattingly, is in
Owensboro conducting the
Marriage Encounter
Weekend there.
Frank Boone will be the
minister for the communion
at the 11 a.m. service.
Weekday masses will be at
4:30 p.m. on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, 5
p.m.on Tuesday,and 10 a.m.
on Thursday.
Flowers for the altar were
donated by Mrs. Arlene
Claxton in memory of Mrs.
Pearl Crooks.
UNIVERSITY
CHURCH,CHRIST
Bruce Logue will speak on
"The Disciples" with scripture from Matthew 9:1-9 at
the 10:30 a.m.service and on
"The Hand of God" with
—scripture from Nehemiah
2:1-8 at the 6 p.m. service on
Sunday, July 19, at the
University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services
will be Ernie Bailey,
Richard Smith, Jimmy
Ford, Gerirge Gallagher, J.
T. Page, Keith Hays, Gary
Taylor, John Misner, Kim
Wallis, Max ()leaver, Barry
Grogan,Bob Bazzell, Vernon
Gantt, J. H. Nix, Rob
Gingles,and Kennie Colson.
Nursery supervisors will
be Jane Morganti, Laura
Parker, Teresa Ford, and
Julie Gargus.
Bible study will be held at
9:30sin.Sunday.
7TH &POPLAR
CHURCH,CHRIST
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear
John Dale speak on "Hear
Ye My Defence" with scripture from Acts 21:39-22:1 at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services and on "The Two
Ways" with scripture from
Matthew 7:13-14 at the 6 p.m.
service on Sunday,July 19.
Assisting in the services
will be Johnny Bohannon,
Jerry Bolls, Tim Weatherford, Jerry Ainley, Noah
Wheatley, Danny .Cleaver,
Don Winchester, George
Patterson, Dave Castleman,
Ron McNutt, Terrell
Mayton, Jack Ward, Ricky
Cherry, Kenny Hoover, Phil
Cannon, Emmanuel Manners, Jim Stater, and Edgar
Rowland.
Gay Evans will be the teen
nursery helper and Lisa
McDonald will be the special
class helper. Serving on the
Extension Department will
be Steve Steele and Glen B.
Gibbs.
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m.Sunday.

Of

10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services on Sunday,July 19, at
the Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street.
Leland Peeler will direct
the music with Dwane Jones
as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist. The choir
will sing "I Believe In A Hill
Called Mount Calvary" at
the morning hour, and the
Youth Group will sing at the
evening hour.
Nursey workers will be
Carolyn Caldwell, Roberta
Hall,and Dixie Peeler.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.

ATLANTA (AP) A grand jury's dition to the Cater murder — was no
Indictment of Wayne B. Williams in surprise to the special police task
the death of not one but two of the force that has been investigating the
slayings of 28 young blacks took string of slayings, which began two
years ago.
William's attorney by surprise.
The attorney, Mary Welcome of
Slaton declined to say, however,
Atlanta, called the indictments part of
a "charade" by law enforcement of- whether Williams is a suspect in the
ficials to convict her client of crimes other 26 murders or whether the
grand jury, whose term runs through
she said he did not commit.
August, has completed its work on
however,
that
the
prosecutor
said,
A
second indictment on Friday "was not
totally unexpected to my people."
WWiains, 23, a black free-lance
photographer, already had been
charged with murder in the death of
Nathaniel Oder, 27, when his case
went to the Fulton County grand jury.
By KEVIN M.COSTELLOE
Grand jury indictments are required
Associated Press Writer
in Georgia before murder cases can
WASHINGTON (AP) — From
go to trial.
But the indictment returned Friday liberal Edward M. Kennedy to conaccused Williams of asphyxiating servative Jeremiah Denton, senators
Cater and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, are predicting that Sandra D. O'Con"with objects and by means which are nor will be confirmed as the first
woman to sit on the Supreme Court.
to the grand jurors unknown."
After winning overwhelming supWilliams was arrested June 21 and
charged with murder in the death of port for her nomination during a four
Cater, whose nude body was day visit to Capitol Hill, Mrs. O'Conrecovered May 24 from the Chat- nor was returning today to Arizona to
tahoochee River. But until Friday, of- prepare for confirmation hearings,
ficials had not publicly connected expected to begin in September.
The 51-year-old Arizona appeals
Williams to the murder of Payne,
whose partially clad body was found court judge visited 26 senators during
in the same river April 27 about 500 the four days, according to White
feet away from where Cater's was House press aide Peter Roussel.
Mrs. O'Connor, followed by hoards
found.
Fulton County District Attorney of news reporters and cameramen
Lewis Slaton said the indictment of wherever she went, never showed any
Williams in the Payne killing — in ad- sign of fatigue. She seemed almost
about the fact that there has been a amused by the amount of attention
serious effort on the part of the she was getting, and often greeted
government ... to present to the coun- reporters waiting for her.
But she also was hounded
try, even the world, that Wayne is implicated in all of the murders. So on everywhere by questions about her
reflection, I shouldn't be too surprised abortion stance.
Conservative groups, such as the
that they would try to tie at least one
more in to continue with the charade fundamentalist Moral Majority, have
contended that Mrs. O'Connor has In
and the implication of guilt."
Asked how the additional charge the past taken a stance in favor of
would affect her strategy, she said, abortion.
She consistently refused to answer
"The defense has and will be the same
—he is not guilty of one; he is not guil- questions publicly about the abortion
controversy, saying after a Friday
ty of two."
Williams drew the attention of 'meeting with abortion foe Sen. John
police May 22, when officers on stake- P. East, R-N.C., "I don't want to
out duty near a Chattahoochee River make a comment before the Senate
bridge north of Atlanta heard a splash confirmation hearings."
East would not say whether he
and stopped Williams' car nearby.
Cater's body was pulled from the would oppose or support Mrs. O'Conriver downstream from the bridge nor's nomination, adding that he first
wanted to "hear the evidence" during
two days later.

Williams. --He said the ease probably would be
assigned to a court within three days,
but be declined to speculate how soon
a trial could be scheduled.
"I'm not shocked over the one count
— Nathaniel Cater," Ms. Welcome
said at a news conference. "I'd be lees
than candid if I say I was not surprised at the additional count.
'However, on reflection I think

U.S. Senators Predicting
Appointment Of O'Connor

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
The Rev. Dr. Jerre! White
will speak on "Right and
Wrong Ways" at the 10:50
a.m. service and on "God's
Word In Your Heart" at tile 7
p.m.service on Sunday,July
19, at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
L D.Cathey,deacon of the
week, will assist in the services. Milton Gresham wig
direct the music with special
music by the Sanctuary
Choir. Margaret Wilkins will
be organist and Michael
Wilkins will be pianist
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training at6 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
"Filled With The Spirit"
with scripture from Acts 6:1Swill be the sermon topic at
the 10:45 a.m. service and
"Body Life" with scripture-,
from I Thess. 5:12-15 will be
the topic at the 7 p.m. service on Sunday, July 19, by
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
at the First Baptist Church.
Assisting in the services
will be the Rev. G.T. Moody,
associate pastor, and M. C.
Garrott, deacon of the week.
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed at the morning hour.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will direct the Choir
as they sing "Sweet, Sweet
Spirit" at the morning hour,
and the Ladies Choir as they
sing "My Task" at the evening hour.
Mrs. Cheryl Dailey and
Mrs. Annie Nance will be a
duet singing at the morning
hour, and Mr. Halley will
sing a solo atthe evening
hour. Joan Bowker is
organist and Doug Vancil is
pianist.
Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Church Training at6 p.m.

her confirmation hearings.
He said her abortion stance would
be only one of many issues he would
consider in deciding how to vote.
The same wait-and-see attitude was
taken by other abortion foes: Denton,
R-Ala.,Sens. Charles E.Grassley and
Roger Jepsen, both Iowa
Republicans, and Sen. Gordon J.
Humphrey, R-N.H. Sen. Jesse Helms,
R-N.C., also would not spell out what
his stance was.
Humphrey told Mrs. O'Connor he
would send her a list of written questions before the confirmation hearings asking for her pontion on abortion.
He said Mrs. O'Connor told him she
was personally opposed to abortion,
but that she did not think Supreme
Court justices should let their "personal biases" get in the, way of their
•
decisions.
During the four dlininf Capitol Hill
visits, no senator said publicly he
would vote against Mrs. O'Connor's
nomination. And senators uniformly
insisted they had heard -et acne 01
their colleagues say they intended to
vote against her.
When asked whether he thought
Mrs. O'Connor would be confirmed,
Denton replied: "My present guess is
that she would be.' Denton met with
Mrs. O'Connor for about 45 minutes
Friday afternoon.
Kennedy,1)-Mass.,like many of the
other senators who predicted her confirmation, was much more enthusiastic:
"I'm convinced that Judge O'Connor will receive confirmation by an
overwhelming, If not a unanimous,
Senate."

Grigori Rasputin, the evil
genius of the Russian court,
was murdered in 1916 after a
group of noblemen had
decoyed him to an all-night
party. After Rasputin's
murder, the Russian empress recovered his body
from the river and had it
buried at the imperial summer palace.

Special Riding Club
Topic At Meeting

The organization of a
special riding club for the
handicapped was the topic of
a recent meeting of
Horse Club, a 4-H riding
club.
Approximately 75 persons
GRACE BAPTIST
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe, attended the meeting which
pastor, will speak at the was held in the Special
Education Building at Mur-

ray State University.
The members viewed a
film which showed how
horsemanship can provide
self-confidence and physical
therapy for the handicapped.
Those wishing to help in
horsemanship for the handicapped may call 753-5242
or 753-8573.
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TAKE THE
PICK OF
OUR GARDEN
Frosty Acres Baby Limas
Frosty Acres Feral* Hull Peas
Frosty Acres Crowder Peas
Frosty Acres Batter Pees
Frosty Acres Mickey'Peas
Frosty Acres Mixed Vegetables
Frosty Acres Cut Corn
Frosty Acres Okra
Frosty Acres Green Beans
Frosty Acres June Peas
Frosty Acres Speckled Batter News

2016. $16.49

2016. $15.29
2016. $13.99
2016. $14.59
20 J,. $13.79
2016. $13.29
2016. $14.69

HOW TO

2016. $15.69
2016. $14.09
20 b. $13.40

KEEP COOL QUIZ

m..
3016. $22.59 II
111
t
i
II
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225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef

•

G:oraiteed Tender $ 1 42
No Chow Fer Catlisg, Wrapping C Freezing

I
I

MEETING — Representatives of the Horse Club,a 4-H
riding club, and DECA, a marketing club at the Murray
Area Vocational Center, recently met concerning a
community project for the handicapped. Pictured are,
left to right, Peggy Raiford, collegiate 4-H member;
Barb Raiford, Horse chairman; Susie Lawton, Horse
president Deana Cunningham, DECA president; and
Keith Musgrove,DECA Civic Committee member.
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Corrections &

Dae te aa error la reporting, libidites edition al the
Murray Ledger arid Thais staled that Commie B. Warrea wee charptliit _ji:1 anzakek7 State
Pence. Warren iiiiehorsellW1131 Conway County
Sheriff's Ofeteriad statesike.Misoneles are cow
dada( aa Investtgatlea tat.the discovery el a body of
,A Graves Coney resident fogad l'InEsiliy la northwest
Calloway Candy.The Ledger mid Om aPsisikee tor '
•
the error.
753-1400
•
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"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market Inplorroy."
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C. Keep the sun and heat out by closing
draperies on the sunny side of your home

Amplifications

r Wholesale&Retail Meat
t. GIBSON.....HAM CO. •I
107 N. 3iik.

To stay cooler this summer, you should
A. Wear lightweight, light colored and loose
fitting clothes
B. Do heat- and moisture-producing jobs
during cooler parts of the day

That is the pompom el this CeileMIL To sepal am ~IOf 11044141f
delineating, Meese call 733-11111.
•

- D. Turn off extra lights
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